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SOFTWARE ENGINEERING – PCST32 

UNIT - I 

Software Process Model 

Software: 

 Is a generic term used to describe computer programs that run on PCs, 

mobile phones, tablets, or other smart device when executed provide desired 

function and performance. 

Software consists of:  

 - Instructions (Computer programs) 

 

- Data structures that enable the programs to adequately store and 

manipulate information 

 - Documentation that describes the operation and use of the programs. 

Software engineering is the systematic application of engineering approaches to 

the development of software. 

Software engineering is defined as a process of analyzing user requirements 

and then designing, building, and testing software application which will satisfy 

those requirements. 

Characteristics of Software: 

• Software is not manufacture. 

• Usability of Software. 

• Reusability of components. 

• Flexibility of software. 

• Maintainability of software. 

• Portability of software. 

• Reliability of Software. 
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Evolving Role of Software: 

 Software Evolution is a term which refers to the process of 

developing software initially, then timely updating it for various reasons, 

in to add new features or to remove obsolete functionalities etc. 

 If the proposed changes are accepted, a new release of the software 

system is planned. 

The process of developing a software product using software engineering 

principles and methods is referred to as software evolution. 

This includes the initial development of software and its maintenance and 

updates, till desired software product is developed, which satisfies the 

expected requirements. 

Essentially all programs and applications for computers are a set of 

instructions designed to create particular outcomes. A computer program 

is a collection of these instructions that have a common purpose. 

                   Ex. 1.It is a product  

                         2. vehicle for delivering a product 

As a product, it delivers the computing potential embodied by computer 

hardware. Whether it resides within a mobile phone or operates inside a 

mainframe computer, software is an information transformer. 

As the vehicle used to deliver the product, software acts as the basis for 

the control of the computer (operating systems), the communication of 

information (networks), and the creation and control other programs 

(software tools and environments). 

The Changing Nature of Software: 

• System Software 

• Application Software 

• Engineering and Scientific Software 

• Embedded Software 

• Product-line Software 

• Web Application 
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• Artificial Intelligence Software 

 

System Software: 

 

System software is a collection of programs which are written to service 

other programs. 

Application Software: 

 

Application software is defined as programs that solve a specific business 

need. 

Engineering and Scientific Software: 

 

This software is used to facilitate the engineering function and task 

Embedded Software: 

 

Embedded software resides within the system or product and is used to 

implement and control feature and function for the end-user and for the 

system itself. 

Product-line Software: 

 

Designed to provide a specific capability for use by many different 

customers, product line software can focus on the limited and esoteric 

marketplace or address the mass consumer market. 

Web Application: 

 

It is a client-server computer program which the client runs on the web 

browser.  Web apps can be little more than a set of linked hypertext files 

that present information using text and limited graphics. 

Artificial Intelligence Software: 

 

Artificial intelligence software makes use of a nonnumerical algorithm to 

solve a complex problem that is not amenable to computation or 

straightforward analysis. Application within this area includes robotics, 

expert system, pattern recognition, artificial neural network, theorem 

proving and game playing. 
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A LAYERED TECHNOLOGY 

Software engineering is a layered technology 

 

 

• The bedrock that supports software engineering is a quality focus. 

• The foundation for software engineering is the process layer. Software 

engineering process is the glue that holds the technology layers together 

and enables rational and timely development of computer software. 

• Software engineering Methods provide the technical how-to's for building 

software. Methods encompass a broad array of tasks that include 

requirements analysis, design, program construction, testing, and 

support. Software engineering methods rely on a set of basic principles 

that govern each area of the technology and include modeling activities 

and other descriptive techniques. 

         Software engineering Tools provide automated or semi-automated 

support for the process and the methods. When tools are integrated so that 

information created by one tool can be used by another, a system for the 

support of software development, called computer-aided software 

engineering, is established. 
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Legacy software : 

Legacy software is software that has been around a long time and still 

fulfills a business need. It is mission critical and tied to a particular 

version of an operating system or hardware model (vendor lock-in) that 

has gone end-of-life. Generally the lifespan of the hardware is shorter 

than that of the software. 

Legacy systems include both the legacy software and the legacy 

hardware. Here at Stromasys, we virtualize the legacy hardware; we make 

no changes to the business software. Since the only change to the legacy 

system is replacement of the hardware with an industry-standard server, 

the arduous process of software certification does not have to be repeated.  

Legacy systems are everywhere; banks, energy companies (including 

nuclear plants), manufacturing of all types (process control), the defense 

industry, transportation, hospitals, insurance, and more.   

A Generic View of Software Engineering: 

The work associated with software engineering can be categorized into 

three generic phases: 

              Definition Phase  

              Development phase 

              Maintenance phase    

    regardless of application area, project size, or complexity. 

Definition Phase: 

It is the base of Definition phase. The experts get the knowledge about 

"What". 

– Information needed for processing. 

– Which functions are required. 

– Expectations about the capacity. 

– Interface which is established. 

– Area of the validation. 

This phase defines all the expectations depending on the standard of the 

software Engineering. It contains three steps 
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– Analysis of system 

– Planning of project 

– Requirement Analysis 

Development phase -  

               Focus point of development phase is "How". After the 

explanation of "What" it turn to "How". Various type of question raised 

in developer mind that how to design the data structure and Architecture 

of software, Procedural detail how to implemented and how design 

convert in a programming language and testing of software how to 

perform. Three special steps always taken in this phase which are 

– Design of software 

– Coding 

– testing of software system 

Maintenance phase -  

The main focus of maintenance phase is change which cause is correction 

of errors, adaption of new idea, According to the needs of software 

after change in customer mood. 

Process Framework 

• A Frameworkor software Framework, is a platform for 

developing software applications. 

• It provides a foundation on which software developers can build 

programs for a specific platform’ 

• A framework may also include code libraries, a compiler, and other 

programs used in the software development process.  

• A process framework establishes the foundation for a complete software 

process by identifying a small number of framework activities that are 

applicable to all software projects, regardless of size or complexity.  
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It also includes a set of umbrella activities that are applicable across the 

entire software process. 

• Each Software engineering action is represented by a number of different 

task sets – each a collection of Software engineering work tasks, related 

work products, quality assurance points, and project milestones. 

• The framework described in the generic view of Software engineering is 

complemented by a number of umbrella activities. 

Typical activities include: 

Software project tracking and control: allows the team to assess progress 

against the project plan and take necessary action to maintain schedule. 

• Risk Management:- Assesses the risks that may affect the outcome of the 

project or the quality. Software quality assurance: defines and conducts 

the activities required to ensure software quality. 

• Formal Technical Review:- uncover and remove errors before they 

propagate to the next action. 

• Measurement:- defines and collects process, project, and product 

measures that assist the team in delivering S/W that meets customers’ 

needs. 

• Software configuration management:- Manages the effect of change 

throughout the S/W process Re-usability management: defines criteria for 

work product reuse. 
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• Work product preparation and production: encompasses the activities 

required to create work products such as models, documents, etc. 

Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) 

• The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is a process and 

behavioral model that helps organizations streamline process 

improvement and encourage productive, efficient behaviors that decrease 

risks in software, product and service development. 

• CMMI defines the following maturity levels for processes: Initial, 

Managed, Defined, Quantitatively Managed, and Optimizing. 

 

• The CMMI model breaks down organizational maturity into five levels. 

For businesses that embrace CMMI, the goal is to raise the organization 

up to Level 5, the “optimizing” maturity level. Once businesses reach this 

level, they aren’tdone with the CMMI. Instead, they focus on 

maintenance and regular improvements. 

 

CMMI’s five Maturity Levels are: 

• Initial: Processes are viewed as unpredictable and reactive. At this stage, 

“work gets completed but it’s often delayed and over budget.” This is the 

worst stage a business can find itself in — an unpredictable environment 

that increases risk and inefficiency. 
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• Managed: There’s a level of project management achieved. Projects are 

“planned, performed, measured and controlled” at this level, but there are 

still a lot of issues to address. 

• Defined: At this stage, organizations are more proactive than reactive. 

There’s a set of “organization-wide standards” to “provide guidance 

across projects, programs and portfolios.” Businesses understand their 

shortcomings, how to address them and what the goal is for improvement. 

• Quantitatively managed: This stage is more measured and controlled. The 

organization is working off quantitative data to determine predictable 

processes that align with stakeholder needs. The business is ahead of 

risks, with more data-driven insight into process deficiencies. 

• Optimizing: Here, an organization’s processes are stable and flexible. At 

this final stage, an organization will be in constant state of improving and 

responding to changes or other opportunities. The organization is stable, 

which allows for more “agility and innovation,” in a predictable 

environment. 

Software Process Assessment 

Software process assessment is a disciplined examination of the software 

processes used by an organization. The process is assessed to evaluate 

methods, tools, and practices, which are used to develop and test the 

software.  

         It is based on a process model. Primarily, the aim of software 

process assessment is to identify the areas for improvement and suggest a 

plan for making that improvement. 

         The aim of process assessment is to identify the areas for 

improvement and suggest a plan for making that improvement. The main 

focus areas of process assessment are listed below. 

The main focus areas of process assessment are 

• Obtaining guidance for improving software development and test 

processes 

• Obtaining an independent and unbiased review of the process 

• Obtaining a baseline (defined as a set of software components and 

documents that have been formerly reviewed and accepted; that serves as 
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the basis for further development) for improving quality and productivity 

of processes. 

  Software process assessment examines whether the software 

processes are effective and efficient in accomplishing the goals. This is 

determined by the capability of selected software processes. The 

capability of a process determines whether a process with some variations 

is capable of meeting user's requirements.  

  Process assessment is useful to the organization as it helps in 

improving the existing processes. . In addition, it determines the 

strengths, weaknesses and the risks involved in the processes.  

 

• The process assessment leads to process capability determination and 

process improvement. Process capability determination is an organized 

assessment, which analyzes the software processes in an organization.  

• In addition, process capability determination identifies the capabilities of 

a process and the risks involved in it. The process improvement identifies 

the changes to be made in the software processes.  

• The software capability determination motivates the organization to 

perform software process improvement. 

• Different approaches are used for assessing software process.  

• These approaches are  

• SPICE (ISO/IEC15504), ISO 9001:2000,  

• standard CMMI assessment method for process improvement,  
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• CMM-based appraisal for internal process improvement, and Bootstrap. 

                        SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability 

dEtermination) is a standard used for both process improvement and 

process capability determination. SPICE provides a framework for 

assessing the software process and is used by the organizations involved 

in planning, monitoring, developing, managing, and improving 

acquisitions. It is carried out in accordance with 

the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International 

Electro-technical Committee (IEC), which are used together and known 

as ISO/IEC 15504. 

The functions of SPICE (ISO/IEC 15504) are: 

• To develop process-rating profiles instead of pass or fail criteria 

• To consider the environment in which the assessed process operates 

• To facilitate self assessment 

• To ensure suitability for all applications and all sizes of organizations. 

• In addition, appraisal includes measuring the process improvement 

progress by conducting audits of the processes. To conduct an appraisal, a 

scheme known as SCAMPI(Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for 

Process Improvement ) was developed by the Software Engineering 

Institute (SEI). 

•           SCAMPI is used for process improvement by gaining insight into 

the process capability in the organization. The major advantage of 

SCAMPI is that it supports process improvement and establishes a 

consensus within the organization regarding areas where the process 

improvements are needed.  

The major characteristics of SCAMPI are 

                Accuracy,Repeatability, Cost/Resources effectiveness. 

Personal Software Process Model 

• Personal Software Process (PSP) is a structured software development 

process that is designed to help software engineers better understand and 

improve their performance by bringing discipline to the way they 

develop software and tracking their predicted and actual development of 

the code. 
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• PSP is a series of defined processes that allow software engineers to 

produce high-quality products on time and within budget. 

PSP shows engineers how to: 

– Manage the quality of their projects 

– Make commitments they can meet 

– Improve estimating and planning 

– Reduce defects in their products  

  It clearly shows developers how to manage the quality of 

their products, how to make a sound plan, and how to make 

commitments. It also offers them the data to justify their plans. They can 

evaluate their work and suggest improvement direction by analyzing and 

reviewing development time, defects, and size data. 

Personal Software Process  Framework Activities: 

  - Planning  

  - High Level Design 

  - Development 

  - Postmortem 

  PSP training follows an evolutionary improvement 

approach: an engineer learning to integrate the PSP into his or her process 

begins at the first level – PSP0 – and progresses in process maturity to the 

final level – PSP2.1. Each Level has detailed scripts, checklists and 

templates to guide the engineer through required steps and helps the 

engineer improve their own personal software process. 

Team Software Process Model(TSP) 

• In combination with the Personal Software Process(PSP),the Team 

Software Process (TSP) provides a defined operational process 

framework that is designed to help teams of managers and engineers 

organize projects and produce software for products that range in size 

from small projects of several thousand lines of code (KLOC) to very 

large projects greater than half a million lines of code. 

• PSP & TSP help the high performance engineers to 

• Ensure quality software product 
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• Create secure software product 

• Improve process management in an organization. 

  The TSP is intended to improve the levels of quality and 

productivity of a team's software development project, in order to help them 

better meet the cost and schedule commitments of developing a software 

system. 

Team Software Process Model Frame Work Activities : 

   - Launch high level design 

   - Implementation  

   - Integration 

   - Test 

   - Postmortem. 

  The TSP is designed for use with teams of 2–20 members, and the 

larger multi-team process is designed for teams of up to about 150 members.  

Waterfall Model  

The Waterfall Model was the first Process Model to be introduced. 

It is also referred to as a linear-sequential life cycle model. It is very 

simple to understand and use. In a waterfall model, each phase must be 

completed before the next phase can begin and there is no overlapping in 

the phases. 

 "The Waterfall" approach, the whole process of software  

development is divided into separate phases. In this Waterfall model,  

typically, the outcome of one phase acts as the input for the next phase  

sequentially. 
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The sequential phases in Waterfall model are − 

• Requirement Gathering and analysis − All possible requirements of the 

system to be developed are captured in this phase and documented in a 

requirement specification document. 

• System Design − The requirement specifications from first phase are 

studied in this phase and the system design is prepared. This system 

design helps in specifying hardware and system requirements and helps in 

defining the overall system architecture. 

• Implementation − With inputs from the system design, the system is first 

developed in small programs called units, which are integrated in the next 

phase. Each unit is developed and tested for its functionality, which is 

referred to as Unit Testing. 

• Integration and Testing − All the units developed in the implementation 

phase are integrated into a system after testing of each unit. Post 

integration the entire system is tested for any faults and failures. 

• Deployment of system − Once the functional and non-functional testing 

is done; the product is deployed in the customer environment or released 

into the market. 

• Maintenance − There are some issues which come up in the client 

environment. To fix those issues, patches are released. Also to enhance 

the product some better versions are released. Maintenance is done to 

deliver these changes in the customer environment 

Waterfall Model – Advantages : 

• Simple and easy to understand and use 

• Each phase has specific deliverables and a review process. 

• Phases are processed and completed one at a time. 

• Clearly defined stages. 

• Well understood milestones. 

• Easy to arrange tasks. 

• Process and results are well documented. 
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Waterfall Model – Disadvantages : 

• High amounts of risk and uncertainty. 

• Not a good model for complex and object-oriented (OOPs) projects. 

• Poor model for long and ongoing projects. 

• Not suitable for the projects where requirements are at a moderate to high 

risk of changing. So, risk and uncertainty is high with this process model. 

• It is difficult to measure progress within stages. 

• Cannot accommodate changing requirements. 

• Adjusting scope during the life cycle can end a project. 

Incremental Process Model 

Incremental Model is a process of software development where requirements 

divided into multiple standalone modules of the software development cycle.  

  In this model, each module goes through the requirements, design, 

implementation and testing phases.  

  Every subsequent release of the module adds function to the 

previous release. The process continues until the complete system achieved. 

 

A working version of software is produced during the first module, so you have 

working software early on during the software life cycle. Each subsequent 

release of the module adds function to the previous release. The process 

continues till the complete system is achieved. 
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In above diagram when we work incrementally we are adding piece by piece 

but expect that each piece is fully finished. Thus keep on adding the pieces until 

it’s complete.   

  As in the image above a person has thought of the application. 

Then he started building it and in the first iteration the first module of the 

application or product is totally ready and can be demoed to the customers.  

  Likewise in the second iteration the other module is ready and 

integrated with the first module.  

  Similarly, in the third iteration the whole product is ready and 

integrated. Hence, the product got ready step by step. 

Various phases of Incremental  Model are 

 

1. Requirement analysis:  The first phase of the incremental model, the product 

analysis expertise identifies the requirements. And the system functional 

requirements are understood by the requirement analysis team. To develop the 

software under the incremental model, this phase performs a crucial role. 

2. Design & Development: In this phase of the Incremental model ,the design of 

the system functionality and the development method are finished with success. 

When software develops new practicality, the incremental model uses style and 

development phase. 
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3. Testing: The testing phase checks the performance of each existing function 

as well as additional functionality. In the testing phase, the various methods are 

used to test the behavior of each task. 

4. Implementation: Implementation phase enables the coding phase of the 

development system. It involves the final coding that design in the designing 

and development phase and tests the functionality in the testing phase. After 

completion of this phase, the number of the product working is enhanced and 

upgraded up to the final system product. 

Advantage of Incremental Model:- 

– Errors are Easy to be recognized. 

– Easier to Testing and Debug 

– More Flexible. 

– Simple to manage Risk because it handled during its iteration. 

– The Client gets important functionality early. 

Disadvantage of Incremental Model:- 

– Need for good Planning 

– Total Cost is High. 

– Well defined module Interfaces are Needed. 

 

RAD (Rapid Application Development) Model 

The RAD (Rapid Application Development) model is based on prototyping and 

iterative development with no specific planning involved. The process of 

writing the software itself involves the planning required for developing the 

product. 

  Rapid Application Development focuses on gathering customer 

requirements through workshops or focus groups, early testing of the prototypes 

by the customer using iterative concept, reuse of the existing prototypes 

(components), continuous integration and rapid delivery. 
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RAD model distributes the analysis, design, build and test phases into a series 

of short, iterative development cycles. 

Following are the various phases of the RAD Model − 

• Business Modelling 

  The business model for the product under development is designed 

in terms of flow of information and the distribution of information between 

various business channels. A complete business analysis is performed to find 

the vital information for business, how it can be obtained, how and when is the 

information processed and what are the factors driving successful flow of 

information. 

• Data Modelling 

  The information gathered in the Business Modelling phase is 

reviewed and analyzed to form sets of data objects vital for the business. The 

attributes of all data sets is identified and defined. The relation between these 

data objects are established and defined in detail in relevance to the business 

model. 

• Process Modelling 

  The data object sets defined in the Data Modelling phase are 

converted to establish the business information flow needed to achieve specific 
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business objectives as per the business model. The process model for any 

changes or enhancements to the data object sets is defined in this phase. Process 

descriptions for adding, deleting, retrieving or modifying a data object are 

given. 

•  Application Generation 

  The actual system is built and coding is done by using automation 

tools to convert process and data models into actual prototypes. 

• Testing and Turnover 

  The overall testing time is reduced in the RAD model as the 

prototypes are independently tested during every iteration. However, the data 

flow and the interfaces between all the components need to be thoroughly tested 

with complete test coverage. Since most of the programming components have 

already been tested, it reduces the risk of any major issues. 

Advantages of the RAD Model  

– Changing requirements can be accommodated. 

– Progress can be measured. 

– Reduced development time. 

– Increases reusability of components. 

– Quick initial reviews occur. 

– Encourages customer feedback. 

Disadvantages of the RAD Model  

– Only system that can be modularized can be built using RAD. 

– Requires highly skilled developers/designers. 

– Requires user involvement throughout the life cycle. 

– Suitable for project requiring shorte development times. 

Evolutionary Process Models 

An Evolutionary Process Model is a model whose stages consist of expanding 

increments of an operational software product, with the direction of evolution 

being determined by operational experience.  

– Evolutionary models are iterative type models. 
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– It Based on the idea of developing an initial implementation. 

– They allow to develop more complete versions of the software. 

The various phases of this model are: 

 1. Requirement Definition: is a step of thorough analysis used to create an 

initial requirements and specifications for the software. 

 2. Model Construction: is done having he phases design, coding and 

testing. 

 3. User Evaluation: is to check for its satisfaction and completion of 

work. 

 4. Iteration: is refining the model. If needed then any feedback can be 

given by the user that is implemented. 

Uses of Evolutionary models 

– These models are used to develop the artificial intelligence systems 

which imitate human behaviours. It needs the use of very high 

level programming languages. 

– Evolutionary model is now commonly used for developing 

business application. 

Advantages: 

– In evolutionary model, a user gets a chance to experiment partially 

developed system. 

– It reduces the error because the core modules get tested thoroughly. 

Disadvantages: 

– Sometimes it is hard to divide the problem into several versions 

that would be acceptable to the customer which can be 

incrementally implemented and delivered. 

– Continual change tends to corrupt the software. 

Types of evolutionary process models: 

– Prototyping Model. 

– Spiral Model. 

– Concurrent Development model. 
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 Prototyping Model 

Prototyping is a software development model where after each iteration 

the prototype is presented to the customer for evaluation. Customer evaluates 

the prototype and confirms whether the prototype is developed according to 

their demand or it needs some modification. 

    Developer considers the feedback given by the customer and 

modifies the prototype according to their demand. After modification, the 

prototype is demonstrated to the customer for evaluation. The customer again 

evaluates the prototype and provide the feedback on which developer again 

modifies the prototype. 

 

Communication 

  At this stage, the developers communicate with the customer to 

gather the customer’s requirement. The objective of the software and the area 

where the definitions are still fuzzy are outlined. The requirements which are 

clear and perfectly known are also outlined. 

  Analysing the customer requirements, the developers proceed to 

construct the prototype. 

Construct Prototype 

  The speed and cost of the prototype are maintained by ignoring the 

requirements that have nothing to do with the customer’s interest. Generally, the 
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prototypes are developed based on the requirements of customer’s interest like 

user interface and unclear functions and so on. 

Customer Evaluation 

  Once the prototype of a final software is developed it is 

demonstrated to the customer for evaluation. Customer evaluates the prototype 

against the requirements they have specified in the communication phase. If the 

customers are satisfied, then the developers start developing the complete 

version of the software.In case, the customer is not satisfied with the prototype, 

they are supposed to suggest modifications. 

Iterate Prototype 

  Based on the modifications suggested by the customer, developers 

start modifying the prototype and the modified prototype is again demonstrated 

to the customer for evaluation. 

  In this way, the prototype is iterated until the customer is satisfied 

with the prototype. Once the customer is satisfied with the prototype the 

developers get engaged in developing the complete version of the software. 

Deploy Software 

  Once the objective of the prototype is served it is thrown and the 

software is developed using other process models. The main objective of the 

prototype is to understand the customer’s requirement properly and completely. 

  As all the requirements are now understood, the developers 

develop the software and deliver it to the customer with the expectation that the 

developed software meets all the requirements specified by the customer. 

Advantages 

– The first and foremost advantage of prototyping it helps the 

developer to understand the certain and uncertain requirements of 

the customer. 

– It helps the customer to easily realize the required modification 

before final implementation of the system. 

– The efforts required in developing the final system is reduced as 

the final system is implemented after all the specifications are 

clearly understood and there are fewer chances of final system 

being incorrect. 
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– The customer does not have to wait for a long to see the working 

model of the final system. 

– There are more chances of the developed system is more user-

friendly. 

– User satisfaction is achieved. 

Disadvantages 

– The prototype is developed in an artificial environment. So, it may 

happen that the customer misunderstands an element of the system. 

– Seeing the working model at an early stage may create a 

misconception to the customer that the final product will be 

delivered soon. 

– User may never get satisfied as they are getting too much of 

opportunity to change specify the changes. 

– Neither customer nor developer is able to specify the number of 

iterations. 

Spiral Model  

The spiral model is a combination of sequential and prototype models. This 

model is best used for large projects which involve continuous enhancements. 

  Each phase in begins with design goal and ends with client 

reviewing. 

  A spiral model is divided into a number of framework activities, 

also called taskregions. 

  Typically spiral model that contains  task regions: 
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Customer communication: tasks required to establish effective communication 

between developer and customer. 

 Planning: tasks required to define resources, timelines, and other project 

related information. 

 Risk analysis: tasks required to assess both technical and management 

risks. 

 Engineering: tasks required to build one or more representations of the 

application.Construction and release: tasks required to construct, test, install, 

and provide user support (e.g., documentation and training). 

Customer evaluation: tasks required to obtain customer feedback basedon 

evaluation of the software representations created during the engineering stage 

and implemented during the installation stage. 

Uses of Spiral model 

- When the project is large. 

- Where the software needs continuous risk evaluation. 

- Requirements are a bit complicated and require continuous clarification. 

-Software requires significant changes. 

Advantages of Spiral Model 

– Development is fast 

– Larger projects / software are created and handled in a strategic 

way 
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– Risk evaluation is proper. 

– Control towards all the phases of development. 

– More and more features are added in a systematic way. 

– customer feedback and the changes are implemented faster. 

Disadvantages of Spiral model: 

– Risk analysis is important phase so requires expert people. 

– Is not beneficial for smaller projects. 

– Spiral may go infinitely. 

– Documentation is more as it has intermediate phases. 

– It is costly for smaller projects. 

 

Concurrent Process Model 

• The Concurrent Model is also referred to as a parallel working model. 

• The concurrent development model, sometimes called concurrent 

engineering. 

• Concurrent models are those models within which the various activities 

of software development happen at the same time, for 

faster development and a better outcome. 

• The concurrent process model can be represented schematically as a 

series of major technical activities, tasks, and their associated states.  

•    The concurrent process model defines a series of events that 

will trigger transitions from state to state for each of the software 

engineering activities. For example, during early stages of design, an 

inconsistency in the analysis model is uncovered.   
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The analysis activity (which existed in the none state while initial customer 

communication was completed) now makes a transition into the under 

development state. If, however, the customer indicates that changes in 

requirements must be made, the analysis activity moves from the under 

development state into the awaiting changes state. 

  The concurrent process model defines a series of events that will 

trigger transitions from state to state for  each of the software engineering 

activities. 

The concurrent process model is often used as the paradigm for the 

development of client/server applications. A client/server system is composed 

of a set of functional components. 

Concurrency is achieved in two ways:  

 1. System and component activities occur simultaneously and can be      

    modeled using the state- to state  approach. 

 2. Typical client/server application is implemented with many     

     components, each of which can be designed and realized    

     concurrently. 
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Specialized Process Model 

Specialized process models take many features from one or more 

conventional(traditional) models.  

  However these specialized models tend to be applied when a 

narrowly defined software engineering approach is chosen.  

Specialized Process Models types:  

  1.Component based development (Promotes reusable components)  

  2. Formal Methods Model (Mathematical formal methods are 

backbone here) 

  3. Aspect Oriented Software Development (Provide 

methodological approach for defining, specifying ,designing, constructing) 

     

Component Based Development Model: 

  The component based development model incorporates many of 

the characteristics of the spiral model. It is evolutionary in nature, demanding an 

iterative approach to the creation of software.  

  However, the model focuses on prepackaged software components.  

  It promotes software reusability. 

 

Component based development has the following steps:  

1. Available component based products are researched and evaluated for the 

application domain.  

2. Component integration issues are considered.  

3.  A software architecture is designed to accommodate the components.  

4.  Components are integrated into the architecture. 

5.  Comprehensive testing is conducted to ensure proper functionality. 

Formal Methods Model 

The Formal Methods Model encompasses a set of activities that leads to formal 

mathematical specification of software.  
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  Formal methods enable a software engineer to specify, develop and 

verify a computer system by applying rigorous mathematical notation.  

  When mathematical methods are used during software 

development, they provide a mechanism for eliminating many of the problems 

that are difficult to overcome using other software engineering paradigms. 

Problems in Formal Methods Model 

   The development of formal models is currently time-

consuming and expensive. Because few developers have the necessary 

background knowledge to apply formal methods, extensive training is required 

to others.  

   It is difficult to use this model as a communication 

mechanism for technically unsophisticated people. 

Aspect Oriented Software Development  

Aspect Oriented Software Development (AOSD) 

Aspect Oriented Software DevelopmentAspect Oriented Software Development 

(AOSD) often referred to as Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP), a relatively 

new paradigm that provides process and methodology for defining, specifying 

designing and constructing aspects. 

   It addresses limitations inherent in other approaches, including 

object-oriented programming.  

  AOSD aims to address crosscutting concerns by providing means 

for systematic identification, separation, representation and composition.  

  This results in better support for modularization hence reducing 

development, maintenance and evolution costs. 

AOSD features are as follows: 

• Better software design support through isolating application business 

logic from supporting and secondary functions 

• Provides complementary benefits and  may be used with other agile 

processes and coding standards 

• Key focus - Identification, representation and specification of concerns, 

which also may be cross-cutting 
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• Provides better modularization support of software designs, reducing 

software design, development and maintenance costs 

• Promotes  reusability of code used for the modularization of cross-cutting 

concerns 

• Reduced efficiency from  increased overhead 

Unified Process Model  

Unified Process Model is an iterative, incremental, architecture-centric, and use-

case driven approach to software development. 

  The Unified Process recognizes the importance of customer 

communication and streamlined methods for describing the customer’s view of 

a system. 

   Unified Process is also referred to as the unified software 

development process. 

 

Unified Process is five stages are communication, planning, modeling, 

construction and deployment. 

  All the phases unified to combine in Inception, Elaboration, 

Construction, Transition and production. 
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  It divides the development process into distinct phases that each 

involve business modeling, analysis and design, implementation, testing, and 

deployment. 

Inception:  

  defines the scope of the project and develop initial business case. 

 Elaboration:  

  Plan project, specify features, and software  architecture 

description and workflow. 

 Construction:  

  Integrated ,Test plan and Build the product. 

 Transition:  

  Transition is delivered the product to its users. 

 Production: 

  Release the software increment. 

Advantages  

  Allows for the adaptive capability to deal with changing 

requirements throughout the development life cycle, whether they be from 

customers or from within the project itself. 

  Emphasizes the need (and proper implementation of) accurate 

documentation. 

Disadvantages  

  Heavily relies on proficient and expert team members, since 

assignment of activities to individual workers should produce tangible. 

  Given the emphasis on integration throughout the development 

process, this can also be detrimental during testing or other phases, where 

integrations are conflicting and getting in the way of other, more fundamental 

activities. 
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UNIT - II   

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PRACTICE 

It Consists of a collection of concepts,principles,methods and tools that a 

software engineer calls upon a daily basis. 

Provides necessary technical and management how to getting the job 

done.   

 Equips manager to manage software projects and software engineers to 

build computer programs. 

Essence of Practice: 

 Understand the problem(Communication and analysis) 

 Plan a solution (Modeling and design) 

 Carry out the plan (Construction and code generation) 

 Examine the result for accuracy 

    (Testing and quality assurance) 

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PRACTICE 

  - Communication Practice 

  - Planning Practice 

  - Modeling Practice 

  - Construction Practice 

  - Testing Practice 

  - Deployment Practice.  
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Communication Practice 

-Listen to the speaker and concentrate on what is being said. 

- Prepare before you meet by researching and understanding the problem. 

- Sometimes should facility the meeting and have agenda. 

- Face to  Face communication is best but also have a documentation or 

presentation to focus the discussion. 

Take notes and document decisions 

- If something is unclear draw picture 

- Strive for collaboration and consensus 

- Stay focused on a topic , modularize your discussion 

- Move on to the next topic 

  1.after you agree to something  

  2.if you cannot agree to something  

  3.if a feature  or function is unclear and cannot be clarified at the 

moment. 
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PLANNING PRACTICE 

The planning activity defines a set of management and technical practices that 

enable software team to define road map for travel to word it is strategic goal 

and objective. Planning provides guideline for software team to progress very 

fast in the project development. 

  The purpose of Software Project Planning is to establish reasonable 

plans for performing the software engineering and for managing the software 

project. Software Project Planning involves developing estimates for the work 

to be performed, establishing the necessary commitments, and defining the plan 

to perform the work.  

Understand the scope of project 

  Scope provides the software team with destination as scope represent the 

range within which development take place. 

Involve the customer in the planning activity 

  The customer defines priority and establish project constraints.  

 While direct interacting with software team ,customer can negotiate on 

order of delivery ,timeline and other project related issue so customer 

involvement is important. 

Recognize that planning is iterative 

  Project plan is suppose to change or the personal reason so plan must be 

adjust to accommodate these changes.  

 Incremental model dictate replanting that is  after delivery of each 

software increment to user feedback is receive and change are made. 

Estimate based on what you know 

  Team works effectively, if efforts, cost and task estimates are reliable. so 

estimation provides reliability and conveniences to software team if the 

information is reliable. 

Consider risk as you define the plan 

 Risk is event when cause happens some unwanted outcomes because risk 

may have high impact and high probability on project which will destroy it. so 

proper management of risk is a required. 
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Be realistic 

 Project should be a realistic all the practical aspect has to be considered. 

 Plan should be dynamic enough to include all reason like delay, mistake, 

and wrong decision lagging due to technical reason due to personal reason of 

team. 

Adjust granularity as you define the plan  

 Granularity means level of detail for particular specification. 

 Some activity are repeated and require longer time required detail plan 

hence granularity must be adjust in the project plan.  

Define how you are going to achieve quality 

 The most effective mechanism applied during project development to 

assure the quality.  

 Formal technical review is meeting conducted by technical staff to find 

out defects in any stage of development and quality is improved by removing 

defects that is why it mention very clear to achieve quality. 

Describe how you aim to accommodate change 

 Good quality software must be well planned to accommodate changes 

that are demanded by customer in any stage of software development process.  

 Changes in project affect the cost and the schedule of the project so it is 

important to think about change.  

Always keep track of the plan and make changes as required 

 Track the progress of project development on daily basis all team 

members should participate in planning activity so that they will accept to 

recover the lagging schedule. 

MODELING PRACTICES 

Models are useful for better understanding of actual entity to be built or design. 

Models are represented at different levels of abstraction first depict software 

from customer’s view point and later represent software at more technical level. 

 There are two classes of models are created:- 

  1) Analysis model 

  2) Design model 
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Analysis Model: – Represent the customer requirement, which includes 

algorithmic specifications of program or process. Analysis model includes three 

different domains 

 a) Information domain b) Functional domain c) Behavioral domain 

Analysis Modelingprinciples:-  

      The information domain of problem must be clearly represented: – 

  Analysis model uses “data flow diagram “to show information domain 

which includes following detail input flow into system, output flow in system, 

data collection by data store to collect data in system. 

     The Function of software must be defined clearly:- 

 Function are process those transform input flow to output flow so 

specification must be clearly defined. 

   Behavior of system must be defined clearly:- 

 Analysis model uses state transition diagram to represent the behavior of 

system clearly. 

The clear hierarchy among information function and behavior must be shown: – 

  Information, function and behavior of system must be represented by 

using proper hierarchy which leads to easy design. 

  Analysis should be clear enough to convert it into design model: – 

 It analysis of requirement is clear and simple then it will be easy for 

design. 

Design Model:- 

Design model provides concentrate specification for the construction of 

software. Design model includes a) Architectural design b) User interface 

design c) component level details. 
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Design should be traceable from analysis model: – 

 Using elements if analysis model is constructed. 

Consider a architecture of system to be built: – 

  Architectural design shows following Architectural design style are as 

follow  

 a) data concentrate Architecture b) data flow Architecture c) main / 

subprogram Architecture. 

    Data should be important rather than design of functions: – 

  Data design shows relationship between different data object shown by 

entity relationship diagram so data modeling is important. 

Internal as well as External Interface must be designed: –  

 For proper flow of data among system or external environment to system 

it is important to have all internal and external interface proper design is 

required. 

    User interface design must satisfy all needs of user:- 

 Design must be simple and convenient to end user side. 

Components required loosely coupled to the external environment: – 

 The Component should be loosely coupled to one another and to external 

environment in the modeling system. 

 Design module should be easy to understand:- 

 As simple modules are easy to test, debug and modify so design should 

be simple. 

http://techliebe.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Design_Model.jpg
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 Accept that design modeling is iterative: –  

 Good design should be capable to the absorb all changes. 

 

CONSTRUCTION PRACTICE 

The construction activity encompasses a set of Coding and Testing task that 

lead operational software that is ready for delivery to the customer or end-user. 

In modern software engineering work, coding may be:  

 (1) the direct creation of programming language source code. 

 (2) the automatic generation of source code using an intermediate design-

like representation of the component to be built. 

 (3) the automatic generation of executable code using a fourth generation 

programming language. 

Coding Principle: 

  The principles and concepts that guide the coding task are closely 

aligned programming style, programming languages, and programming 

methods. However, there are a number of fundamental principles that can be 

stated: Preparation principles, Coding principles, Validation principles. 

Preparation principles:  

 Before you write one line of code, be sure you: 

 

 1.Understand the problem you’re trying to solve. 

 2.Understand basic design principles and concepts. 

3.Select a programming environment that provides tools that will make  

your work easier. 

4.Create a set of unit tests that will be applied once the component you  

code is completed. 

Coding Principles: 

1.Constraint your algorithm by following structured programming practice. 

2. Select data structure that will meet the needs of the design. 

 3. Understand the software architecture and create interfaces that are consistent. 

 4. Keep conditional statement as simple as possible. 

 5. Create nested loops in a way that makes them easily testable. 

 6. Select meaningful variable names and follow other local coding standards. 
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 7. Write code that is self-documenting. 

 8. Create a visual layout that aids understanding. 

Validation principles:  

After you’ve completed your first coding pass, be sure you: 

 1.Build architectural infrastructure, Review the architectural design. 

 2. Build a software component. 

 3. Unit test the components. Conduct all unit tests. 

 4. Integrate completed components into the architectural infrastructure. 

Testing Practice 

 objectives: 

  Testing in a process of executing with the intent of finding an error. 

  A good test case is one that has a high probability of finding as as-yet    

                      undiscovered error. 

  A successful test is one that uncovers an as- yet –undiscovered error. 

Testing Principles: 

 All tests should be traceable to customer requirements. 

  It follows that the most server defects (from the customer’s point of 

view) are those that cause the program to fail   to meet its 

requirements/goals. 

 

 Tests should be planned long before testing begins.  

 Test planning can began as soon as the analysis model is complete. 

Detailed definition of test cases can begin as soon as the design model has 

been solidified.  

 Therefore, all tests can be planned and designed before any code has been 

generated. 

Testing should begin “in the small” and progress toward testing “in the 

large”.  

 The first tests planned and executed generally focus on individual 

components. As testing progresses, focus shifts in an attempt to find error in 

integrated clusters of components and ultimately in the entire system. 
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Exhaustive testing is not possible.  

 The number of path permutations for even a moderately sized program is 

exceptionally large. For this reason, it is impossible to execute every 

combination of paths during testing. It is possible, however, to adequately 

cover program logic and to ensure that all conditions in the component- 

level design have been exercised. 

 

DEPLOYMENT PRACTICE 

Deployment 

 

 The deployment activity encompasses three actions delivery, support, and 

feedback. Each delivery cycle provides the customer and end-users with an 

operational software increment that provides usable functions and features.  

 The delivery of a software increment represents an important milestone 

for any software project. A number of key principles should be followed as 

the team prepares to deliver an increment. 

 

 Customer expectations for the software must be managed: 

The customer expects more than the team has promised to deliver and 

disappointment occurs immediately. This results in feedback that is not 

productive and which runs team morale. 

 

A complete delivery package should be assembled and tested.  

  A CD_ ROM or other media containing all executable software, 

support data files, support document, and other relevant information must be 

assembled and thoroughly tested with actual users. 

 

A support regime must be established before the software is delivered.  

An end-user expects responsiveness and accurate information when a 

question or problem arises. Support should be planned, support material 

should be prepared, and appropriate record keeping mechanism should be 
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established so that the software team can conduct a categorical assessment 

of the kinds of support requested required. 

 

Appropriate instructional materials must be provided to end-users.  

 The software team delivers more than the software itself. Appropriate 

training aids should be developed, trouble-shooting guidelines should be 

provided and a “what’s- different about- this-software-increment” 

description should be published. 

Buggy software should be fixed first, delivered later.  

 Under time pressure, some software organizations deliver low-quality 

increments with a warning to the customer that bugs “will be fixed in the 

next release”. This is a mistake. There’s a saying in the software business: 

“Customer will forget you delivered a high- quality product a few days late, 

but they will never the problems that a low-quality product caused them. 

The software reminds them everyday.” 

 

REQUIREMENT ENGINEERING 

 

Requirement Engineering is the process of defining, documenting and 

maintaining the requirements. It is a process of gathering and defining 

service provided by the system. 

 The process of collecting the software requirement from the client then 

understand, evaluate and document it is called as requirement engineering. 

 Requirement engineering constructs a bridge for design and construction. 

 The Requirement Engineering (RE) is the most important phase of the 

Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). 

 The importance of Requirement Engineering is enormous to develop 

effective software and in reducing software errors at the early stage of the 

development of software. 

There are a number of different type of requirement that system engineers 

will have to develop on a acquisition program through it life-cycle. 
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  These requirements range from very high level concept focused to very 

specific for a part. 

- Functional Requirements 

- Performance Requirements 

- System Technical Requirements 

- Specifications 

Functional requirements 

 

 A functional requirement is simply a task (sometimes called an action or 

activity) that must be accomplished to provide an operational capability (or 

satisfy an operational requirement). Some functional requirements that are 

associated with operations and support can be discerned from the needed 

operational capability.  

 Experience in systems engineering has identified eight generic functions 

that most systems must complete over their life cycle: development, 

manufacturing, verification, deployment, training, operations, support, 

and disposal. These are known as the eight primary system functions. Each 

must usually be considered to identify all the functional requirements for a 

system. 

Performance Requirements 

  

 A performance requirement is a statement of the extent to which a 

function must be executed, generally measured in terms such as quantity, 

accuracy, coverage, timeliness or readiness.  

 The performance requirements for the operational function and 

sometimes a few others statement(Statistical) of the needed in operational. 

The statement of other performance requirements usually requires thorough 

systems engineering. 

System Technical Requirements 

 

 Technical requirements are the technical issues that must be considered to 

successfully complete a project. These are aspects such as performance, 

reliability, and availability that your project must meet on in order to 

proceed with a project. 
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 System Technical Requirements result in both allocated and derived 

requirements. 

 Allocated Requirements: Flow directly from the system requirements 

down to the elements of the system. 

 Derived Requirements: Dependent on the design solution (and so are 

sometimes called design requirements). They include internal interface 

constraints between the elements of the system. 

Specifications:  

 A specification is a detailed, exact statement of particulars, especially a 

statement prescribing materials, dimensions, and quality of work for 

something to be built, installed, or manufactured.  

 The overall purpose of a specification is to provide a basis for obtaining a 

product or service that will satisfy a particular need at an economical cost 

and to invite maximum reasonable competition. A good specification should 

do four things: 

  - Identify minimum requirements 

  - List reproducible test methods to be used in testing for 

compliance with specifications 

  - Allow for a competitive bid 

  - Provide for an equitable award at the lowest possible cost. 

 

REQUIREMENT ENGINEERING TASKS 

 

Requirement Engineering is the process of defining, documenting and 

maintaining the requirements. It is a process of gathering and defining 

service provided by the system. 
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Requirement engineering consists of seven different tasks as follow: 

 

1. Inception 

 Inception is a task where the requirement engineering asks a set of 

questions to establish a software process. 

 In this task, it understands the problem and evaluates with the proper 

solution. 

 It collaborates with the relationship between the customer and the 

developer. 

 The developer and customer decide the overall scope and the nature of 

the question. 

2.Elicitation 

 Elicitation means to find the requirements from anybody. 

The requirements are difficult because the following problems occur in 

elicitation. 

Problem of scope: The customer give the unnecessary technical detail 

rather than clarity of the overall system objective. 

Problem of understanding: Poor understanding between the customer and 

the developer regarding various aspect of the project like capability, 

limitation of the computing environment. 

 

Problem of volatility: In this problem, the requirements change from time 

to time and it is difficult while developing the project. 

3. Elaboration 

 In this task, the information taken from user during inception and 

elaboration and are expanded and refined in elaboration. 

 Its main task is developing pure model of software using functions, 

feature and constraints of a software. 

4. Negotiation 

 In negotiation task, a software engineer decides the how will the  project 

be achieved with limited business resources. 
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 To create rough guesses of development and access the impact of the 

requirement on the project cost and delivery time. 

5. Specification 

 In this task, the requirement engineer constructs a final work product. The 

work product is in the form of software requirement specification. 

 In this task, formalize the requirement of the proposed software such as 

informative, functional and behavioral. 

 The requirement are formalize in both graphical and textual formats. 

6. Validation 

 The work product is built as an output of the requirement engineering and 

that is accessed for the quality through a validation step. 

 The formal technical reviews from the software engineer, customer and 

other stakeholders helps for the primary requirements validation 

mechanism. 

7.Requirement management 

 It is a set of activities that help the project team to identify, control and 

track the requirements and changes can be made to the requirements at any 

time of the ongoing project. 

 These tasks start with the identification and assign a unique identifier to 

each of the requirement. 

 After finalizing the requirement traceability table is developed. 

 The examples of traceability table are the features, sources, dependencies, 

subsystems and interface of the requirement. 

 

REQUIREMENT ENGINEERING PROCESS 

 

Requirements Engineering (RE) process:  

 RE Process is a series of activities that are performed in the requirements 

phase to express requirements in the Software Requirements Specification 

(SRS)document.  
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 It focuses on understanding the requirements and its type so that an 

appropriate technique is determined to carry out the Requirements 

Engineering (RE) process.  

 The new software developed after collecting requirements either replaces 

the existing software or enhances its features and functionality. For 

example, the payment mode of the existing software can be changed from 

payment through hand-written cheques to electronic payment of bills. 

  

Requirement Engineering Process is shown, which comprises various steps 

including Feasibility study, Requirements elicitation and analysis, 

Requirements specification, Requirements validation and 

Requirements management. 

 

 

Feasibility study:  

 An estimate is made of whether the identified can be achieved using the 

current software and hardware technologies, under the current budget, etc. 

The feasibility study should be cheap and quick; it should inform the 

decision of whether or not to go ahead with the project. 

Requirements elicitation and analysis:  

 This is the process of deriving the system requirements through 

observation of existing systems, discussions with stakeholders, etc. This 

https://ecomputernotes.com/images/Requirements-Engineering-Process.jpg
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may involve the development of one or more system models and prototypes 

that can help us understanding the system to be specified. 

Requirements specification:  

 It’s the activity of writing down the information gathered during the 

elicitation and analysis activity into a document that defines a set of 

requirements. Two types of requirements may be included in this 

document; user and system requirements. 

Requirements validation and management: 

  It’s the process of checking the requirements for realism, consistency and 

completeness. During this process, our goal is to discover errors in the 

requirements document. When errors are found, it must be modified to 

correct these problems. 

 

 

Requirements Elicitation 

Requirements Elicitation / Eliciting  

 It means gathering the information, and perhaps the most difficult, most 

error aspect of  software development.  

 It can be successful only through an effective customer-developer 

partnership. 

 It is the activity that helps to understand the problem to be solved.  

There are a number of requirements elicitation methods. 

 

  Interviews 

  Brainstorming Sessions 

  Facilitated Application Specification Technique (FAST) 

  Quality Function Deployment 

 Interviews: 

 Objective of conducting an interview is to understand the customer’s 

expectations from the software. 

https://medium.com/omarelgabrys-blog/requirements-engineering-introduction-part-1-6d49001526d3
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 After receiving the problem statement from the customer, the first step is 

to arrange the meeting with the customer.  

Interviews may be open ended or structured. 

 - In open ended interviews there is no pre-set agenda. Context free 

questions may be asked to understand the problem. 

 -In structured interview, agenda of fairly open questions is prepared. 

Sometimes a proper questionnaire is designed for the interview. 

Brainstorming Sessions: 

 It is a group technique 

 It is intended to generate lots of new ideas hence providing a platform to 

share views 

 A highly trained facilitator is required to handle group bias and group 

conflicts. 

 Every idea is documented so that everyone can see it. 

 Finally a document is prepared which consists of the list of requirements 

and their priority if possible. 

Facilitated Application Specification Technique( FAST) 

 - It’s objective is to bridge the expectation gap . 

 - difference between what the developers think they are supposed to build 

and what customers think they are going to get. 

A team oriented approach is developed for requirements gathering. 

Each attendee is asked to make a list of objects that are- 

– Part of the environment that surrounds the system 

– Produced by the system 

– Used by the system 

 Each participant prepares his/her list, different lists are then combined, 

redundant entries are eliminated, team is divided into smaller sub-teams to 

develop mini-specifications and finally a draft of specifications is written 

down using all the inputs from the meeting. 

Quality Function Deployment 

              This technique helps to incorporate the voice of customer. 
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The voice is translated into technical  requirement. 

              These technical  requirement and  documented of results in the SRS 

              Then SRS is further translated in to design requirement. 

              In this technique customer satisfaction 

Developing a Use Case 

Use case is  a description of how a person who actually uses that process or 

system will accomplish a goal. 

A use case is a methodology used in system analysis to identify, clarify and 

organize system requirements.  

The use case is made up of a set of possible sequences of interactions 

between systems and users in a particular environment and related to a 

particular goal.  

The method creates a document that describes all the steps taken by a user 

to complete an activity. 

Every use case contains three essential elements: 

The Actor.  

 The system user -- this can be a single person or a group of people 

interacting with the process. 

The System.  

 The process and steps taken to reach the end goal, including the necessary 

functional requirements and their anticipated behaviors. 

The Goal.  

 The final successful outcome that completes the process. 

There are two different types of use cases:  

business use cases and system use cases. 

 A business use case identifies the sequence of actions that need to be 

performed by the business to provide a meaningful, observable result to the 

end user. A business use case is a more abstract description that's written in 

a technology-agnostic way, referring only to the business process being 

described and the actors that are involved in the activity.  

https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/agnostic
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  A system use case is written with more detail than a business use case, 

referring to the specific processes that must happen in various parts of the 

system to reach the final user goal. A system use case diagram will detail 

functional specifications, including dependencies, necessary internal 

supporting features and optional internal features. 

When developing use cases you should start with a functional partition—a 

listing of the major functional categories of the application. This will help 

identify what areas need to be focused on.  

- Identify who is going to be using the system directly. These are the  

Actors. 

- Pick one of those Actors. 

- Define what Actor wants to do with the system. 

- For each of those use case decide ,when that actor is using the system. 

 

Example Use Case Diagram 
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Analysis Modelling 

Analysis Model is a technical representation of the system. It acts as a link 

between system description and design model. 

  In Analysis Modelling, information, behavior and functions of the 

system is defined and translated into the architecture, component and 

interface level design in the design modeling. 

Objectives of Analysis Modelling: 

 It must establish a way of creation of software design. 

 It must describe requirements of customer. 

 It must define set of requirements which can be validated, once the 

software is built. 

Elements of Analysis Model: 
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DataDictionary: 

 

 It is a repository that consists of description of all data objects used or 

produced by software. It stores the collection of data present in the software. 

It is a very crucial element of the analysis model. It acts as a centralized 

repository and also helps in modelling of data objects defined during 

software requirements. 

Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD):  

 It depicts relationship between data objects and used in conducting of 

data modelling activity. The attributes of each object in the Entity 

Relationship Diagram can be described using Data object description. It 

provides the basis for activity related to data design. 

Data Flow Diagram (DFD): 

It depicts the functions that transform data flow and it also shows how data 

is transformed when moving from input to output. It provides the additional 

information which is used during the analysis of information domain and 

serves as a basis for the modeling of function. It also enables the engineer to 

develop models of functional and information domain at the same time.  

State Transition Diagram: 

It shows various modes of behavior (states) of the system and also shows 

the transitions from one state to other state in the system. It also provides 

the details of how system behaves due to the consequences of external 
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events. It represents the behavior of a system by presenting its states and the 

events that cause the system to change state. It also describes what actions 

are taken due to the occurrence of a particular event. 

Process Specification 

 

It stores the description of each functions present in the data flow diagram. 

It describes the input to a function, the algorithm that is applied for 

transformation of input, and the output that is produced. It also shows 

regulations and barriers imposed on the performance characteristics that are 

applicable to the process, and layout constraints that could influence the 

way in which the process will be implemented. 

  

Control Specification: 

It stores the additional information about the control aspects of the software. 

It is used to indicate how the software behaves when an event occurs and 

which processes are invoked due to the occurrence of the event. It also 

provides the details of the processes which are executed to manage events. 

Data Object Description: 

It stores and provides the complete knowledge about a data object present 

and used in the software. It also gives us the details of attributes of the data 

object present in Entity Relationship Diagram. Hence, it incorporates all the 

data objects and its attributes. 

Analysis Pattern 

Analysis patterns in software engineering are conceptual models, which 

capture an abstraction of a situation that can often be encountered in 

modelling.  

  It is a software pattern which is not related to a language. 

  It is related to a business domain. 

  It facilitates the analysis model into a design model. 

   

  It suggests design patterns and reliable solutions for common 

problems. 
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It has been observed that the software engineer ‘reuses’ certain functions, 

classes, and behavior across all the projects, which mayor may not form a 

part of the specific application domain.  

 For example, features and functions described by a user interface are 

almost common, regardless of the application domain chosen.  

 Analysis patterns refer to classes, functions, and other features that can be 

reused when developing applications within a specific application domain.  

The objectives of analysis patterns are listed below: 

 To quicken the requirements analysis phase by providing reusable 

analysis models with the description of both advantages and limitations. 

 To suggest several design patterns and feasible solutions to common 

problems in order to help the software designer translate an analysis model 

into a design model. 

 Analysis patterns have a unique pattern name, which allows the 

development team to refer to them with their pattern names. These patterns 

are stored in a repository so that the software engineer can refer to these 

patterns and reuse them while developing new software. 

Information is stored in the analysis pattern, which can be viewed in the 

form of a template. The analysis pattern template, which is comprises the 

following sections. 

Pattern name: Consists of important information (in the form of descriptor) 

about the analysis pattern. This descriptor is used within the analysis model 

when reference is made to a pattern. 

Intent: Describes the problem that is addressed in an analysis pattern, 

which facilitates the software engineer to use analysis patterns in the 

specified application domain. 

Motivation: Represents how an analysis pattern can be used to address a 

particular problem in the application domain with the help of a scenario. 

External issues and contexts: Lists the external issues that affect the 

manner in which an analysis pattern works. The external issues include 

business related subjects, external technical constraints, and so on. In 

addition, external issues and contexts specify the external issues that are to 

be resolved by an analysis pattern. 

https://ecomputernotes.com/fundamental/information-technology/what-do-you-mean-by-data-and-information
https://ecomputernotes.com/fundamental/information-technology/what-do-you-mean-by-data-and-information
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Solution: Describes the procedure by which an analysis pattern is 

implemented in the analysis model. 

Consequences: Describes the implementation effects of an analysis pattern 

into the application domain. It also provides a description of limitations that 

arises during its implementation. 

Design: Describes the procedure of achieving analysis patterns by using the 

known design patterns. 

Known uses: Provides information about the uses of an analysis pattern 

within the system. 

Related patterns: Lists the analysis patterns that are related to the ‘chosen’ 

pattern. 

Negotiating Requirement 

It is a process by which compromise or agreement is reached while avoiding 

argument and dispute. 

 In any disagreement, individuals understandably aim to achieve the best 

possible outcome for their position. However, the principles of fairness, 

seeking mutual benefit and maintaining a relationship are the keys to a 

successful outcome. 

 The process of negotiation includes the following stages: 

- Preparation  - Negotiate towards a Win outcome 

-Discussion   - Agreement 

-Clarification of goals        - Implementation of a course of action 

To negotiate the requirements of a system to be developed, it is necessary to 

identify conflicts and to resolve those conflicts. This is done by means of 

systematic conflict management. The conflict management in requirements 

engineering comprises the following four tasks: 

• Conflict identification  

• Conflict analysis  

• Conflict resolution   

• Documentation of the conflict resolution 

Conflict Identification : 
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  Conflicts can arise during all requirements engineering activities. 

For example, different stakeholders can utter contradicting requirements 

during elicitation. 

 Conflicts between requirements and conflicts between stakeholders 

are often not obvious due to different reasons. During the entire 

requirements engineering process, the requirements engineer should pay 

attention to potential conflicts so that they can be identified, analyzed, 

and resolved early on. 

Conflict Analysis 

During conflict analysis, the reason for an identified conflict must be 

determined. According to  different types of conflicts exist.  

A data conflict between two or more stakeholders is characterized by a 

deficit of information, by false information, or by different interpretations 

of some information. 

A relationship conflict is characterized by strong emotions, stereo-  

typical relationship concepts, deficient communication, or negative inter- 

personal behavior between stakeholders (e.g., insults, disrespect).  

A structural conflict is characterized by unequal levels of authority or 

power. For instance, a structural conflict can arise between an employee 

and his superior if the superior invariably rejects requirements that the 

employee has defined because he does not recognize the employee’s 

competence to delineate requirements. 

Conflict Resolution 

Conflict resolution is very important for requirements negotiation because 

the strategy of conflict resolution has a big influence on the willingness of 

the people involved (e.g., customers, consultants, or developers) to 

continue working together.  

 For example, a conflict resolution considered unfair by at least one 

party of the conflict can lead to a decreased engagement and willingness 

to collaborate in the project. On the other hand, a resolution that is 

considered fair by all parties can increase the willingness to cooperate 

because this signals that everyone’s ideas about the planned system are 

being considered.  
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Documentation of the Conflict Resolution 

Conflicts cannot be avoided during requirements engineering. A 

resolution to a conflict must always be traceably documented. If a conflict 

resolution is not properly documented, the following threats (among 

others) to the project may arise:  

Handling conflicts repeatedly:  

 A certain conflict can arise a second time during the requirements 

engineering process. Without proper documentation of the conflict 

resolution, the conflict must be analyzed and resolved anew. This causes 

additional effort and can potentially lead to additional conflicts or 

abrogate previous resolutions.  

Inappropriate conflict resolution:  

 During the requirements engineering process, the resolution of a 

conflict can turn out to be wrong or unsuitable. In this case, the conflict 

must be investigated and resolved anew. Without proper documentation, 

relevant information that has been considered during the initial analysis 

and resolution can be overlooked and the new conflict resolution can 

once again lead to false results. 

 

Requirements validation 

Requirements validation is the process of checking that requirements 

defined for development, define the system that the customer really 

wants. To check issues related to requirements, we perform requirements 

validation.  

 We usually use requirements validation to check error at the 

initial phase of development as the error may increase excessive rework 

when detected later in the development process. 

 There are several techniques which are used either individually or 

in conjunction with other techniques to check to check entire or part of 

the system. 
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Test case generation 

 

 Requirement mentioned in SRS document should be testable, the 

conducted tests reveal the error present in the requirement. It is generally 

believed that if the test is difficult or impossible to design than, this 

usually means that requirement will be difficult to implement and it 

should be reconsidered. 

Prototyping 

 In this validation techniques the prototype of the system is 

presented before the end-user or customer, they experiment with the 

presented model and check if it meets their need. This type of model is 

generally used to collect feedback about the requirement of the user. 

Requirements Reviews 

 

In this approach, the SRS is carefully reviewed by a group of people 

including people from both the contractor organisations and the client 

side, the reviewer systematically analyses the document to check error 

and ambiguity. 

Automated Consistency Analysis 

 This approach is used for automatic detection of an error, such as 

nondeterminism, missing cases, a type error, and circular definitions, in 

requirements specifications. 

 First, the requirement is structured in formal notation then CASE 

tool is used to check in-consistency of the system, The report of all 

inconsistencies is identified and corrective actions are taken. 

Walk-through 

A walkthrough does not have a formally defined procedure and does not 

require a differentiated role assignment. 

Checking early whether the idea is feasible or not. 

Obtaining the opinions and suggestion of other people. 

Checking the approval of others and reaching an agreement. 

Validation Principles  

1. Involvement of correct stakeholders  
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2. Separation of the identification and correction of errors  

3. Validation from different views  

4. Adequate change of document type  

5. Construction of development artifacts 

 6. Repeated validation 
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UNIT – III 

Requirements Analysis 

Requirement Analysis, also known as Requirement Engineering, is the process 

of defining user expectations for a new software being built or modified. 

 Requirements analysis focuses on the tasks that determine the needs or 

conditions to meet the new or altered product or project, taking account of the 

possibly conflicting requirements of the various stakeholders, analyzing, 

documenting, validating and managing software or system requirements. 

Requirement Engineering Process 

The process to gather the software requirements from client, analyze and 

document them is known as requirement engineering. 

 It is a four step process, which includes –  

 • Feasibility Study  

 • Requirement Gathering 

 • Software Requirement Specification  

 • Software Requirement Validation Let us see the process briefly – 

Requirements analysis issues: 

Stakeholder issues 

Users do not understand what they want or users don't have a clear idea of their 

requirements 

Communication with users is slow 

Users are technically unsophisticated 

Users do not understand the development process 

Users do not know about present technology 

Engineer/developer issues 

Possible problems caused by engineers and developers during requirements 

analysis are: 

• Technical personnel and end-users may have different vocabularies. 

Consequently, they may wrongly believe they are in perfect agreement 

until the finished product is supplied. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stakeholder_(corporate)
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• Engineers and developers may try to make the requirements fit an 

existing system or model, rather than develop a system specific to the 

needs of the client. 

Attempted solutions 

 One attempted solution to communications problems has been to 

employ specialists in business or system analysis. 

 -interactivity 

 -ability to capture business logic and data needs 

 -ability for remote and distributed users to run and interact with the 

simulation 

Activities for Requirement Analysis 

 includes four types of activity 

1. Eliciting requirements: the task of communicating with customers and 

users to determine what their requirements are. This is sometimes also 

called requirements gathering. 

2. Analyzing requirements: determining whether the stated requirements 

are unclear, incomplete, ambiguous, or contradictory, and then resolving 

these issues. 

3. Requirements modeling: Requirements might be documented in various 

forms, such as natural-language documents, use cases, user stories, or 

process specifications. 

4. Review and retrospective: Team members reflect on what happened in 

the iteration and identifies actions for improvement going forward. 

Requirements analysis is a team effort that demands a combination of 

hardware, software and human factors engineering expertise as well as 

skills in dealing with people. Here are the main activities involve in 

requirement analysis: 

• Identify customer's needs. 

• Evaluate system for feasibility. 

• Perform economic and technical analysis. 

• Allocate functions to system elements. 
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• Establish schedule and constraints. 

• Create system definitions. 

Analysis Modeling Approaches 

Analysis Modeling 

 The development process starts with the analysis phase.  

 This phase results in a specification document that shows what the 

software will do without specifying how it will be done. 

  The analysis phase can use two separate approaches, depending on 

whether the implementation phase is done using Structured analysis and 

Object-oriented analysis. 

1. Structured analysis 

 Structured analysis is a software engineering technique that uses 

graphical diagrams to develop and portray system specifications that are 

easily understood by users. These diagrams describe the steps that need to 

occur and the data required to meet the design function of a particular 

software. This type of analysis mainly focuses on logical systems and 

functions, and aims to convert business requirements into computer 

programs and hardware specifications. 

i. Considers data and processes that transform data as separate entities. 

 ii. Structure analysis is a top down approach. 

 iii. It focuses on refining the problem with the help of the functions 

performed on the problem domain. 

There are three orthogonal views related to structured analysis: 

Functional View: This involves data flow diagrams, which define the 

work that has been done and the flow of data between things done, 

thereby providing the primary structure of a solution. 

Data View: This comprises the entity relationship diagram and is 

concerned with what exists outside the system that is being monitored. 

Dynamic View: This includes state transition diagrams and defines when 

things happen and the conditions under which they may happen. 

2.Object-oriented analysis 
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  Focuses on the definition of classes and the manner in which they 

collaborate to effect the customer requirements. 

 Defines the system as a set of objects which interact with each other with 

the services provided. 

  Analyses the problem domain and then partitions the problem with the 

help of objects.  

 The concept of object, attributes, class, operation, inheritance, and 

polymorphism should be known to work on object oriented modelling. 

Data Modeling 

Data modeling is the process of creating a data model for the data to be 

stored in a database. This data model is a conceptual representation of 

Data objects, the associations between different data objects, and the 

rules.  

 Data modeling helps in the visual representation of data and 

enforces business rules, regulatory compliances, and government policies 

on the data.  

 Data Models ensure consistency in naming conventions, default 

values, semantics, security while ensuring quality of the data. 

 The data model emphasizes on what data is needed and how it 

should be organized instead of what operations will be performed on data. 

Data Model is like an architect's building plan, which helps to build 

conceptual models and set a relationship between data items. 

Types of Data Models:  

 There are mainly three different types of data models: conceptual 

data models, logical data models, and physical data models, and each one 

has a specific purpose.  

 The data models are used to represent the data and how it is stored 

in the database and to set the relationship between data items. 

Conceptual Data Model: This Data Model defines WHAT the system 

contains. This model is typically created by Business stakeholders and 

Data Architects. The purpose is to organize, scope and define business 

concepts and rules. 
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Logical Data Model: Defines HOW the system should be implemented 

regardless of the DBMS. This model is typically created by Data 

Architects and Business Analysts. The purpose is to developed technical 

map of rules and data structures. 

Physical Data Model: This Data Model describes HOW the system will 

be implemented using a specific DBMS system. This model is typically 

created by DBA and developers. The purpose is actual implementation of 

the database. 

 

Conceptual Data Model 

A Conceptual Data Model is an organized view of database concepts 

and their relationships. The purpose of creating a conceptual data model 

is to establish entities, their attributes, and relationships. In this data 

modeling level, there is hardly any detail available on the actual database 

structure. Business stakeholders and data architects typically create a 

conceptual data model. 

The 3 basic tenants of Conceptual Data Model are 

 Entity: A real-world thing 

 Attribute: Characteristics or properties of an entity 

 Relationship: Dependency or association between two entities 

https://www.guru99.com/images/1/022218_0657_WhatisDataM1.png
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Data model example: 

 Customer and Product are two entities. Customer number and 

name are attributes of the Customer entity 

 Product name and price are attributes of product entity 

 Sale is the relationship between the customer and product 

 

Logical Data Model 

 The Logical Data Model is used to define the structure of data 

elements and to set relationships between them. The logical data model 

adds further information to the conceptual data model elements.  

 The advantage of using a Logical data model is to provide a 

foundation to form the base for the Physical model. However, the 

modeling structure remains generic. 

At this Data Modeling level, no primary or secondary key is defined. At 

this Data modeling level, you need to verify and adjust the connector 

details that were set earlier for relationships. 

 

Physical Data Model 

 A Physical Data Model describes a database-specific 

implementation of the data model. It offers database abstraction and helps 

generate the schema. This is because of the richness of meta-data offered 

by a Physical Data Model.  

https://www.guru99.com/images/1/022218_0657_WhatisDataM2.png
https://www.guru99.com/images/1/022218_0657_WhatisDataM3.png
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 The physical data model also helps in visualizing database 

structure by replicating database column keys, constraints, indexes, 

triggers, and other RDBMS features. 

Physical Data Model 

 

Object-Oriented Analysis 

Object-oriented analysis is determined the system requirement 

,recognized the classes and relationship between the classes. 

 Focuses on the definition of classes and the manner in which they 

collaborate to effect the customer requirements. 

  Defines the system as a set of objects which interact with each 

other with the services provided. 

  Analyses the problem domain and then partitions the problem with 

the help of objects.  

The concept of object, attributes, class, operation, inheritance, and 

polymorphism should be known to work on object oriented modelling. 

  

 The main purpose of Object-oriented analysis is the recognize 

application domain and specific requirement of the system. 

 Three Technique of Object-oriented analysis: 

 Object Modeling  

 Dynamic modeling  

 Functional modeling 

https://www.guru99.com/images/1/022218_0657_WhatisDataM4.png
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Object Modeling  

It recognize the object, relationship between object and classes. 

It is develop the static structure of the system recording to object. 

The process of object modeling  

 I. Recognize the object and grouped in to classes  

 ii. Relationship between classes 

 iii.User object model diagram is generated 

 iv.Define attribute of user object 

 v. Define the operation need to perform on classes. 

Dynamic modeling  

Explain how single object respond to events. The main aim of dynamic 

modeling is examine the behaviour of the object recording time and 

external change. 

The process of dynamic  modeling 

 i. State of every object is recognize. 

 ii.  Recognize the event. 

 iii.Generate dynamic model diagram 

 iv Communicate every state recording object attribute. 

 v.Verify the diagram 

Functional modeling 

It shows the process executed in an object and how the data change when 

it moves between a Object. 

The process of Functional modeling  

i. All input and output are recognized. 

ii. Create a DFD to show functional decencies 

iii. Identify the motive of every function 

iv. Identify the constraints 

v. Describe the optimization criteria  
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Scenario Based modeling 

Scenario-based modeling is defined and explained within the greater context of 

requirements modeling for software engineering. 

 While technically there is no 'right way' to go through the stages of 

requirements modeling, it typically begins with scenario-based modeling, and 

that is because it identifies the possible use cases for the system and produces 

the use case diagram, to which all the other stages of requirements modeling 

refer. 

  Use case and Activity diagrams are also explained using examples. 

Use Case 

 The use case is essentially a primary example of how the proposed 

software application or system is meant to be used, from the user's point of 

view. 

  A use case diagram will typically show system 'actors' (humans or other 

entities external to the system) and how they interact with the system. 

Technically, each action such a system actor can perform with the application or 

system is considered to be a separate use case. 

  The example use case diagram below, drawn using UML, depicts three 

possible use cases for the system actor 'Traveler' when interacting with an 

airline company's application.  
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The three use cases / actions depicted are: 

 1.Search for flights 

 2.Buy tickets 

 3.Get boarding pass 

 The large rectangle labeled 'Airline Company Application' represents 

the system boundary. Notice that the actor labeled 'Traveler' is outside the 

system boundary. In UML, all actors are depicted outside the system boundary. 

Activity Diagram 

 scenario-based modeling can also produce an activity diagram, which is 

essentially a more advanced flow chart that depicts how one activity leads to 

another while using a system. 
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Flow Oriented Modeling 

 

The flow oriented modeling represents how data objects are transformed at they 

move through the system. Derived from structured analysis, flow models use 

the data flow diagram, a modeling notation that depicts how input is 

transformed into output as data objects move through the system. 

  Each software function that transforms data is described by a process 

specification or narrative. In addition to data flow, this modeling element also 

depicts control flow.   

 Flow oriented modeling focuses on structured analysis and design, 

follows a top to down methodology and uses a graphical technique depicting 

information flows and the transformations that are applied as data moves from 

input to output. 

The flow oriented modeling takes an input-process-output view of a system. 

That is, data objects flow into the software, are transformed by processing 

elements, and resultant data objects flow out of the software. 

 

Data Flow Diagram  

 

 

 The data flow diagram represents the flows of data between different 
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process in a business. It is a graphical technique that depicts information flow 

and transforms that are applied as data from input to output. 

  It provides a simple, intuitive method for describing business processes 

without focusing on the details of computer systems. DFDs are attractive 

techniques because they provide what users do rather than what computers do. 

In DFD, there are four symbols are used : 

1.Process :    

 

 The circle represents the process. An activity that changes or transforms 

data flows. Since they transform incoming data to outgoing data, all processes 

must have inputs and outputs on a DFD. 

2. Data Flow 

 
 The labeled arrows indicate incoming and outgoing data flow. Movement 

of data between external entities, processes and data stores is represented with 

an arrow symbol, which indicates the direction of flow. 

3. Data Store  

    

 The rectangle represents an external entity. A data store does not generate 

any operations but simply holds data for later access. 

 

4. External Entity  

  

  

  

In Data Flow Diagrams external entities produce and consume data that flows 

between the entity and the system being diagrammed. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/--Ec85X58LZc/WtiLNBK4_lI/AAAAAAAABnY/Za0pnR48iQAeQoOy8WCIDoj_9JBUDNobACLcBGAs/s1600/Capture4.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-tglb4xUrGQo/WtiLoDjmlcI/AAAAAAAABnc/dZ_hpm1lSLs53oM5D2imb-qP4NoZuiQMACLcBGAs/s1600/Capture5.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ZtzjNteuuQ8/WtiMH20SibI/AAAAAAAABns/HoTGvyL3Xkol_EHNnUAEiQ4Kfs4IbDvPACLcBGAs/s1600/Capture7.JPG
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-QONhGTM7sHY/WtiL6KpxuqI/AAAAAAAABnk/F4MnLrmc34U1eewPmLkI9V1ip7gxiUvywCLcBGAs/s1600/Capture6.JPG
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  These data flows are the inputs and outputs of the DFD. Data objects are 

represented by labeled arrows, and transformations are represented by circles. 

Example of Data Flow Diagram : 

The below figure shows the level 0 DFD diagram of food ordering system in 

restaurant. 

 

 

 

 

Control Flow Model  

 

 
 For some types of applications, the data model and the data flow diagram 

are all that is necessary to obtain meaningful insight into software requirements. 

Such applications require the use of control flow modeling in addition to data 

flow modeling.  

 The large applications which have following characteristics require 

control flow modeling. 

- The applications which are driven by the events rather than data. 

 - The applications which produce control information rather than reports 

or displays. 

  - The applications which process information in specific time. 

 The control item or event is implemented a Boolean value. For example, 

True or False, On or Off, 1 or 0. 

Class-Based Modeling 

Figure : Level 0 DFD for "food ordering system" in restaurant 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-8rm9MAkESJg/WtiNMhxLLoI/AAAAAAAABn8/yLYNLzimojMbrPGsSHF0VS9z4A1fRWD3QCLcBGAs/s1600/Capture8.JPG
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Class-based modeling is a stage of requirements modeling. In the context of 

software engineering, requirements modeling examines the requirements a 

proposed software application or system must meet in order to be successful. 

  Class-based modeling takes the use case and extracts from it the classes, 

attributes, and operations the application will use. Like all modeling stages, the 

end result of class-based modeling is most often a diagram or series of 

diagrams. 

 Class-based modeling begins by identifying the classes in the use case. 

One way to identify potential analysis classes is by performing what is called 

a 'grammatical parse' of the problem statement or use case. This is done by 

underlining each noun or noun clause in the problem statement or use case and 

ignoring verbs. 

 A grammatical parse of the example use case looks like this (nouns 

normally underlined are marked in bold) 

Identify Classes: 

 With this done, class-based modeling then uses several general 

classifications to help identify elements that can be considered potential classes. 

External entities that produce or consume information to be used by the 

application. (In the example use case) 

 Things that are part of the information domain of the problem. 

(advertisement ) 

 Occurrences or events that occur within the context of system operation.  

 ( purchasing the advertisement ) 

 Roles played by people who interact with the system. ( places the order 

and  receives the order.) 

 Organizational units that are relevant to an application. (Divisions, 

groups or teams, like the Sales and Editorial departments.) 

Places that establish the context of the problem and the overall function of the 

system. ( office location) 

 Structures that define a class of objects or related classes of objects. ( 

context guidelines of objects). 
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Creating a BehavioralModeling 

 

A behavioural model shows the interactions between objects to produce some 

particular system behaviour that is specified as a use-case.  

 Sequence diagrams, Activity diagrams, state diagrams, collaboration 

diagrams are used to model interaction between objects. 

 Behavioral modeling is used by financial institutions to estimate the risk 

associated with providing funds to an individual or business but is also used in 

marketing, advertising, and sales forecasting. 

Example of Behavioral Modeling 

 For example, a credit card company may notice that a cardholder has 

shifted from making purchases at discount stores to high-end stores over the last 

six months. By itself, this may indicate that the cardholder has seen an increase 

in income, or could mean that the cardholder is spending more than he or she 

can afford. To narrow down the options and create a more accurate risk profile, 

the card company will also look at other data points, such as whether the 

cardholder is only paying the minimum payment or if the cardholder has made 

late payments. Late payments may be an indicator that the cardholder is at a 

greater risk of insolvency. 

Two types : include sequence diagrams and communication diagrams. 

Sequence Diagrams:  

  A sequence diagram is an interaction diagram that shows how objects 

send messages with one another and in what order.A sequence diagram 

illustrates the sequence of messages exchanged between objects in a use case.    

Two types of Sequence diagrams are:  

Generic Sequence Diagram - Shows all possible scenarios of a use case. 

 

Instance Sequence Diagram - Depicts a single scenario within a use case. 

What are the elements of sequence diagrams. 

 -Actors and Objects 

 -Lifeline of actors and objects. 

 -Execution occurance 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financialinstitution.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/financialinstitution.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/forecasting.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/risk-profile.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/minimum-monthly-payment.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/insolvency.asp
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 -Messages passed between objects/actors 

 -Frame of diagram. 

communication diagram: 

 how objects collaborate to implement a use case and use case scenario. 

 

  communication diagram is an object diagram showing message exchange 

relationship instead of association relationship. 

 

 communication diagram emphasizes the flow of messages through a set 

of objects whereas the sequence diagram focus's on time ordering of the 

messages. 

 

 communication diagram much less detailed into than sequence diagram. 

  

What are the elements of a communication diagram? 

  

 -Actor 

 -Object 

 -Association 

 -Message 

 -Guard Condition 

 -A Frame 
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UNIT – IV 

SOFTWARE DESIGN BASICS 

Software design is a process to transform user requirements into some 

suitable form, which helps the programmer in software coding and 

implementation.  

For assessing user requirements, an SRS (Software Requirement 

Specification) document is created whereas for coding and 

implementation, there is a need of more specific and detailed 

requirements in software terms. The output of this process can 

directly be used into implementation in programming languages.  

Software design is the first step in SDLC (Software Design Life 

Cycle), which moves the concentration from problem domain to 

solution domain. It tries to specify how to fulfill the requirements 

mentioned in SRS.  

Software Design Levels  

Software design yields three levels of results:  

 

➢ Architectural Design - The architectural design is the highest 

abstract version of the system. It identifies the software as a 

system with many components interacting with each other. At 

this level, the designers get the idea of proposed solution 

domain.  

 

➢ High-level Design - The high-level design breaks the ‘single 

entity-multiple component’ concept of architectural design into 

less-abstracted view of sub-systems and modules and depicts 

their interaction with each other. High-level design focuses on 

how the system along with all of its components can be 

implemented in forms of modules. It recognizes modular 

structure of each sub-system and their relation and interaction 

among each other.  

 

➢ Detailed Design- Detailed design deals with the implementation 

part of what is seen as a system and its sub-systems in the 

previous two designs. It is more detailed towards modules and 
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their implementations. It defines logical structure of each 

module and their interfaces to communicate with other modules.  
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Modularization : 

Modularization is a technique to divide a software system into multiple discrete 

and independent modules, which are expected to be capable of carrying out 

task(s) independently. These modules may work as basic constructs for the 

entire software. Designers tend to design modules such that they can be 

executed and/or compiled separately and independently.  

Modular design unintentionally follows the rule of ‘divide and conquer’ 

problem-solving strategy, this is because there are many other benefits attached 

with the modular design of a software.  

 

Advantage of modularization:  

 

 Smaller components are easier to maintain  

 

 Program can be divided based on functional aspects  

 

 Desired level of abstraction can be brought in the program  

 

 Components with high cohesion can be re-used again  

 

 Concurrent execution can be made possible  

 

 Desired from security aspect  

 

 

Concurrency  

 

Back in time, all software were meant to be executed sequentially. By 

sequential execution we mean that the coded instruction will be executed one 

after another implying only one portion of program being activated at any given 

time. Say, a software has multiple modules, then only one of all the modules 

can be found active at any time of execution.  

In software design, concurrency is implemented by splitting the software into 

multiple independent units of execution, like modules and executing them in 

parallel. In other words, concurrency provides capability to the software to 

execute more than one part of code in parallel to each other.  

It is necessary for the programmers and designers to recognize those modules, 

which can be made parallel execution.  

 

Example  

The spell check feature in word processor is a module of software, which runs 

alongside the word processor itself.  
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There are seven types of cohesion, namely –  

 

➢ Co-incidental cohesion - It is unplanned and random cohesion, which 

might be the result of breaking the program into smaller modules for the 

sake of modularization. Because it is unplanned, it may serve confusion 

to the programmers and is generally not-accepted.  

 

➢ Logical cohesion - When logically categorized elements are put together 

into a module, it is called logical cohesion.  

 

➢ Temporal Cohesion - When elements of module are organized such that 

they are processed at a similar point in time, it is called temporal 

cohesion.  

 

➢ Procedural cohesion - When elements of module are grouped together, 

which are executed sequentially in order to perform a task, it is called 

procedural cohesion.  

 

➢ Communicational cohesion - When elements of module are grouped 

together, which are executed sequentially and work on same data 

(information), it is called communicational cohesion.  

 

➢ Sequential cohesion - When elements of module are grouped because the 

output of one element serves as input to another and so on, it is called 

sequential cohesion.  

 

➢ Functional cohesion - It is considered to be the highest degree of 

cohesion, and it is highly expected. Elements of module in functional 

cohesion are grouped because they all contribute to a single well-defined 

function. It can also be reused.  

 

Coupling  

Coupling is a measure that defines the level of inter-dependability among 

modules of a program. It tells at what level the modules interfere and interact 

with each other. The lower the coupling, the better the program.  

There are five levels of coupling, namely -  

 

➢ Content coupling - When a module can directly access or modify or 

refer to the content of another module, it is called content level coupling.  

 

➢ Common coupling- When multiple modules have read and write access 

to some global data, it is called common or global coupling.  
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➢ Control coupling- Two modules are called control-coupled if one of 

them decides the function of the other module or changes its flow of 

execution.  

 

➢ Stamp coupling- When multiple modules share common data structure 

and work on different part of it, it is called stamp coupling.  

 

➢ Data coupling- Data coupling is when two modules interact with each 

other by means of passing data (as parameter). If a module passes data 

structure as parameter, then the receiving module should use all its 

components.  

 

.  

SOFTWARE DESIGN STRATEGIES  

Software design is a process to conceptualize the software requirements into 

software implementation. Software design takes the user requirements as 

challenges and tries to find optimum solution. While the software is being 

conceptualized, a plan is chalked out to find the best possible design for 

implementing the intended solution.  

There are multiple variants of software design. Let us study them briefly:  

Software design is a process to conceptualize the software requirements into 

software implementation. Software design takes the user requirements as 

challenges and tries to find optimum solution. :  

 

Structured Design  

Structured design is a conceptualization of problem into several well-organized 

elements of solution. It is basically concerned with the solution design. Benefit 

of structured design is, it gives better understanding of how the problem is being 

solved. Structured design also makes it simpler for designer to concentrate on 

the problem more accurately.  

Structured design is mostly based on ‘divide and conquer’ strategy where a 

problem is broken into several small problems and each small problem is 

individually solved until the whole problem is solved.  

The small pieces of problem are solved by means of solution modules. 

Structured design emphasis that these modules be well organized in order to 

achieve precise solution.  

These modules are arranged in hierarchy. They communicate with each other. A 

good structured design always follows some rules for communication among 

multiple modules. 
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Function Oriented Design  

In function-oriented design, the system is comprised of many smaller sub-

systems known as functions. These functions are capable of performing 

significant task in the system. The system is considered as top view of all 

functions.  

Function oriented design inherits some properties of structured design where 

divide and conquer methodology is used.  

This design mechanism divides the whole system into smaller functions, which 

provides means of abstraction by concealing the information and their 

operation. These functional modules can share information among themselves 

by means of information passing and using information available globally.  

Another characteristic of functions is that when a program calls a function, the 

function changes the state of the program, which sometimes is not acceptable by 

other modules. Function oriented design works well where the system state does 

not matter and program/functions work on input rather than on a state. 

 

Design Process  

 

➢ The whole system is seen as how data flows in the system by means of 

data flow diagram.  

 

➢ DFD depicts how functions change the data and state of entire system.  

 

➢ The entire system is logically broken down into smaller units known as 

functions on the basis of their operation in the system.  

 

➢ Each function is then described at large.  

 

 

 

Object Oriented Design  

Object oriented design works around the entities and their characteristics instead 

of functions involved in the software system. This design strategy focuses on 

entities and its characteristics. The whole concept of software solution revolves 

around the engaged entities.  

Let us see the important concepts of Object Oriented Design:  

 

 Objects - All entities involved in the solution design are known as objects. 

For example, person, banks, company and customers are treated as objects. 

Every entity has some attributes associated to it and has some methods to 

perform on the attributes.  
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 Classes - A class is a generalized description of an object. An object is an 

instance of a class. Class defines all the attributes, which an object can have and 

methods, which defines the functionality of the object.  
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In the solution design, attributes are stored as variables and functionalities are 

defined by means of methods or procedures.  

 

 Encapsulation - In OOD, the attributes (data variables) and methods 

(operation on the data) are bundled together is called encapsulation. 

Encapsulation not only bundles important information of an object together, but 

also restricts access of the data and methods from the outside world. This is 

called information hiding.  

 

 Inheritance - OOD allows similar classes to stack up in hierarchical manner 

where the lower or sub-classes can import, implement and re-use allowed 

variables and methods from their immediate super classes. This property of 

OOD is known as inheritance. This makes it easier to define specific class and 

to create generalized classes from specific ones.  

 

 Polymorphism - OOD languages provide a mechanism where methods 

performing similar tasks but vary in arguments, can be assigned same name. 

This is called polymorphism, which allows a single interface performing tasks 

for different types. Depending upon how the function is invoked, respective 

portion of the code gets executed.  

 

Design Process  

Software design process can be perceived as series of well-defined steps. 

Though it varies according to design approach (function oriented or object 

oriented, yet It may have the following steps involved:  

 

 A solution design is created from requirement or previous used system and/or 

system sequence diagram.  

 

 Objects are identified and grouped into classes on behalf of similarity in 

attribute characteristics.  

 

 Class hierarchy and relation among them are defined.  

 

 Application framework is defined.  

 

Software Design Approaches  

There are two generic approaches for software designing:  

Top down Design  

We know that a system is composed of more than one sub-systems and it 

contains a number of components. Further, these sub-systems and components 
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may have their one set of sub-system and components and creates hierarchical 

structure in the system.  

Top-down design takes the whole software system as one entity and then 

decomposes it to achieve more than one sub-system or component based on 

some characteristics.  

system or component is then treated as a system and decomposed further. This 

process keeps on running until the lowest level of system in the top-down 

hierarchy is achieved.  

Top-down design starts with a generalized model of system and keeps on 

defining the more specific part of it. When all components are composed the 

whole system comes into existence.  

Top-down design is more suitable when the software solution needs to be 

designed from scratch and specific details are unknown. 

Bottom-up Design  

The bottom up design model starts with most specific and basic components. It 

proceeds with composing higher level of components by using basic or lower 

level components. It keeps creating higher level components until the desired 

system is not evolved as one single component. With each higher level, the 

amount of abstraction is increased.  

Bottom-up strategy is more suitable when a system needs to be created from 

some existing system, where the basic primitives can be used in the newer 

system.  

Both, top-down and bottom-up approaches are not practical individually. 

Instead, a good combination of both is used. 

 

Software Testing Overview   

Software Testing is evaluation of the software against requirements gathered 

from users and system specifications. Testing is conducted at the phase level in 

software development life cycle or at module level in program code. Software 

testing comprises of Validation and Verification.  

Software Validation  

Validation is process of examining whether or not the software satisfies the user 

requirements. It is carried out at the end of the SDLC. If the software matches 

requirements for which it was made, it is validated.  

 

❖ Validation ensures the product under development is as per the user 

requirements.  

 

❖ Validation answers the question – "Are we developing the product which 

attempts all that user needs from this software ?".  

 

❖ Validation emphasizes on user requirements.  
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Software Verification  

Verification is the process of confirming if the software is meeting the business 

requirements, and is developed adhering to the proper specifications and 

methodologies.  

 

❖ Verification ensures the product being developed is according to design 

specifications.  

 

❖ Verification answers the question– "Are we developing this product by 

firmly following all design specifications ?"  

 

❖ Verifications concentrates on the design and system specifications.  
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 Fault - When error exists fault occurs. A fault, also known as a bug, is a 

result of an error which can cause system to fail.  

 

 Failure - failure is said to be the inability of the system to perform the 

desired task. Failure occurs when fault exists in the system.  

 

Manual Vs Automated Testing  

Testing can either be done manually or using an automated testing tool:  

 

 Manual - This testing is performed without taking help of automated testing 

tools. The software tester prepares test cases for different sections and levels of 

the code, executes the tests and reports the result to the manager.  

 

Manual testing is time and resource consuming. The tester needs to confirm 

whether or not right test cases are used. Major portion of testing involves 

manual testing.  

 

 Automated This testing is a testing procedure done with aid of automated 

testing tools. The limitations with manual testing can be overcome using 

automated test tools.  

 

There are software and hardware tools which helps tester in conducting load 

testing, stress testing, regression testing.  

 

Testing Approaches  

 

Tests can be conducted based on two approaches –  

 

1. Functionality testing  

 

2. Implementation testing  

 

When functionality is being tested without taking the actual implementation in 

concern it is known as black-box testing.  
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possible to test each and every value in real world scenario if the range of 

values is large.  

Black-box testing: 

It is carried out to test functionality of the program and also called ‘Behavioral’ 

testing. The tester in this case, has a set of input values and respective desired 

results. On providing input, if the output matches with the desired results, the 

program is tested ‘ok’, and problematic otherwise.  

In this testing method, the design and structure of the code are not known to the 

tester, and testing engineers and end users conduct this test on the software.  

Black-box testing techniques:  

 

 Equivalence class - The input is divided into similar classes. If one element 

of a class passes the test, it is assumed that all the class is passed.  

 

 Boundary values - The input is divided into higher and lower end values. If 

these values pass the test, it is assumed that all values in between may pass too.  

 

 Cause-effect graphing - In both previous methods, only one input value at a 

time is tested. Cause (input) – Effect (output) is a testing technique where 

combinations of input values are tested in a systematic way.  

 

 Pair-wise Testing - The behavior of software depends on multiple 

parameters. In pairwise testing, the multiple parameters are tested pair-wise for 

their different values.  

 

 State-based testing - The system changes state on provision of input. These 

systems are tested based on their states and input.  
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WHITE TESTING:, the design and structure of the code are known to the 

tester. Programmers of the code conduct this test on the code.  

The below are some White-box testing techniques:  

 

➢ Control-flow testing - The purpose of the control-flow testing to set up 

test cases which covers all statements and branch conditions. The branch 

conditions are tested for both being true and false, so that all statements 

can be covered.  

 

➢ Data-flow testing - This testing technique emphasis to cover all the data 

variables included in the program. It tests where the variables were 

declared and defined and where they were used or changed.  

 

Testing Levels  

Testing itself may be defined at various levels of SDLC. The testing process 

runs parallel to software development. Before jumping on the next stage, a stage 

is tested, validated and verified.  

Testing separately is done just to make sure that there are no hidden bugs or 

issues left in the software. Software is tested on various levels – 

 

 

 

 
Unit Testing  

While coding, the programmer performs some tests on that unit of program to 

know if it is error free. Testing is performed under white-box testing approach. 

Unit testing helps developers decide that individual units of the program are 

working as per requirement and are error free.  

Integration Testing  
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Even if the units of software are working fine individually, there is a need to 

find out if the units if integrated together would also work without errors. For 

example, argument passing and data updation 

 

 SYSTEM TESTING  

The software is compiled as product and then it is tested as a whole. This can be 

accomplished using one or more of the following tests:  

 

 Functionality testing - Tests all functionalities of the software against the 

requirement.  

 

 Performance testing - This test proves how efficient the software is. It tests 

the effectiveness and average time taken by the software to do desired task. 

Performance testing is done by means of load testing and stress testing where 

the software is put under high user and data load under various environment 

conditions.  

 

 Security & Portability - These tests are done when the software is meant to 

work on various platforms and accessed by number of persons.  

 

Acceptance Testing  

When the software is ready to hand over to the customer it has to go through 

last phase of testing where it is tested for user-interaction and response. This is 

important because even if the software matches all user requirements and if user 

does not like the way it appears or works, it may be rejected.  

 

➢ Alpha testing - The team of developer themselves perform alpha testing 

by using the system as if it is being used in work environment. They try 

to find out how user would react to some action in software and how the 

system should respond to inputs.  

 

➢ Beta testing - After the software is tested internally, it is handed over to 

the users to use it under their production environment only for testing 

purpose. This is not as yet the delivered product. Developers expect that 

users at this stage will bring minute problems, which were skipped to 

attend.  

 

 

 

 

 

Regression Testing  
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Whenever a software product is updated with new code, feature or functionality, 

it is tested thoroughly to detect if there is any negative impact of the added 

code. This is known as regression testing. 

 

 
 

Testing vs. Quality Control & Assurance and Audit  

We need to understand that software testing is different from software quality 

assurance, software quality control and software auditing.  

 

 Software quality assurance - These are software development process 

monitoring means, by which it is assured that all the measures are taken as per 

the standards of organization. This monitoring is done to make sure that proper 

software development methods were followed.  

 

 Software quality control - This is a system to maintain the quality of 

software product. It may include functional and non-functional aspects of 

software product, which enhance the goodwill of the organization. This system 

makes sure that the customer is receiving quality product for their requirement 

and the product certified as ‘fit for use’.  

 

 Software audit - This is a review of procedure used by the organization to 

develop the software. A team of auditors, independent of development team 

examines the software process, procedure, requirements and other aspects of 
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SDLC. The purpose of software audit is to check that software and its 

development process, both conform standards, rules and regulations. 

 

 

  A set of tactics useful in software testing. 

  It is intended as a comprehensive list of tactical approaches to software 

quality assurance (more widely colloquially known as quality 

assurance (traditionally called by the acronym "qa") and general 

application of the test method (usually just called "testing" or sometimes 

"developer testing"). 

 White-box testing 

 Black-box testing 

          Grey-box testinG 

 
White-box testing: 

 White-box testing (also known as clear box testing, glass box testing, 

transparent box testing and structural testing, by seeing the source code) 

tests internal structures or workings of a program, as opposed to the 

functionality exposed to the end-user. 

  In white-box testing an internal perspective of the system, as well as 

programming skills, are used to design test cases.   

white-box testing can be applied at the unit, integration and system levels of the 

software testing process, it is usually done at the unit level. It can test paths 

within a unit, paths between units during integration, and between subsystems 

during a system–level test. 

Techniques Used In White-box Testing Include: 

 API testing – testing of the application using public and 

private APIs (application programming interfaces) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Quality_Assurance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_Quality_Assurance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_Assurance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality_Assurance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Test_method
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integration_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Api_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Api_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interfaces
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 Code coverage – creating tests to satisfy some criteria of code coverage 

(e.g., the test designer can create tests to cause all statements in the 

program to be executed at least once) 

 Fault injection methods – intentionally introducing faults to gauge the 

efficacy of testing strategies 

Black-box testing: 

 It is a method of s/w testing that(examines)the functionality of an 

application without looking into its internal structures or workings. 

 This method is applied at every level of  s/w testing: 

        Unit, integration, system and acceptance. 

 Test are based on requirements and functionality. 

 Diagram: 

 
Black-box Testing Methods Include: 

 Equivalence Partitioning 

 Boundary Value Analysis 

 Orthogonal Array Testing 

 Error Guessing 

 

Equivalence partitioning: 

 Divided into groups that design that test cases.  

 Selecting one input from each group to design test cases. 

Each and every condition of particular data was tested 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_coverage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fault_injection
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Orthogonal Array Testing: 

 Used when the number of input parameters is small and the values. 

Each of the parameters may take are clearly bounded „Single mode faults 

„Double mode faults „Multimode faults. 

 
Boundary Value Analysis: 

 It is based on testing the boundary values of  valid and invalid partitions. 

 A boundary value for a valid partition is a valid boundary value. 

 A boundary value for a invalid partition is a invalid boundary value. 
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Grey-box testing: 

 Combination of white-box and block-box testing. 

 Gray-box test partially knows internal structure and analysis of designing 

test case.  

Strategies issues for 

conventional

 
Strategies issues for conventional: 
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Following are the four strategies for conventional software: 

1) Unit testing 

2) Integration testing 

3) Regression testing 

4) Smoke testing 

Unit testing 

➢ Unit testing focus on the smallest unit of software design, ie 

    module or software component. 

➢ Test strategy conducted on each module interface to access    

    the flow of input and output. 

➢ The local data structure is accessible to verify integrity   

    during execution. 

➢ Boundary conditions are tested. 

➢ In which all error handling paths are tested. 

An Independent path is test 

 
Integration testing  

Integration testing is used for the construction of software architecture. 

 

There are two approaches of incremental testing are: 

i) Non incremental integration testing 

ii) Incremental integration testing 

Non incremental integration testing: 

❖ Combines all the components in advanced. 

Following are the issues considered to implement software testing 

strategies: 

1. Specify the requirement before testing starts in a quantifiable manner. 

2. According to the categories of the user generate profiles for each category 

of user. 

3. Produce a robust software and it's designed to test itself. 

4. Should use the Formal Technical Reviews (FTR) for the effective testing. 

5. To access the test strategy and test cases FTR should be conducted. 
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❖ A set of error is occurred then the correction is difficult    

    because isolation cause is complex. 

ii) Incremental integration testing: 

❖ The programs are built and tested in small increments. 

The errors are easier to correct and isolate. 

• Following are the incremental integration strategies: 

a. Top-down integration 

b. Bottom-up integration  

• a. Top-down integration 

• It is an incremental approach for building the software architecture. 

• It starts with the main control module or program. 

Modules are merged by moving downward through the control hierarchy. 

 

 

Following are the problems associated with top-down approach of testing 

as follows: 

➢ Top-down approach is an incremental integration testing approach in 

which the test conditions are difficult to create. 

A set of errors occur, then correction is difficult to make due to the isolation of 

cause. 

Bottom-up integration 

       In bottom up integration testing the components are combined from  

       the lowest level in the program structure. 

 

The bottom-up integration is implemented in following steps: 

➢ The low level components are merged into clusters which perform  

      a specific software sub function. 

➢ A control program for testing(driver) coordinate test case input and  

      output. 
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➢ After these steps are tested in cluster.  

 
Regression testing 

In regression testing the software architecture changes every time when a new 

module is added as part of integration testing. 

smoke testing 

The developed software component are translated into code and merge to 

complete the product. 

Software Engineering 

Object - Oriented Software 

Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE) 

is a software design technique that is used in 

software design in object-oriented programming. 

OOSE is developed by Ivar Jacobson in 1992. 

OOSE is the first object-oriented design and 

methodology that employs use cases in software 

design. 

OOSE is one of the precursors of the Unified 

Modeling Language (UML), such as Booch and OMT. 

It includes a requirements, an analysis, a design, 

an implementation and a testing model. 

Interaction diagrams are similar to UML's 

sequence diagrams. 

State transition diagrams are like UML statechart 
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ART OF DEBUGGING 

software engineering, debugging is the process of fixing a bug in the software. 

In other words, it refers to identifying, analyzing and removing errors. This 

activity begins after the software fails to execute properly and concludes by 

solving the problem and successfully testing the software. It is considered to be 

an extremely complex and tedious task because errors need to be resolved at all 

stages of debugging. 

Debugging Process: Steps involved in debugging are: 

• Problem identification and report preparation. 

• Assigning the report to software engineer to the defect to verify that it is 

genuine. 

• Defect Analysis using modeling, documentations, finding and testing 

candidate flaws, etc. 

• Defect Resolution by making required changes to the system. 

• Validation of corrections. 

Debugging Strategies: 

1. Study the system for the larger duration in order to understand the 

system. It helps debugger to construct different representations of systems to be 

debugging depends on the need. Study of the system is also done actively to 

find recent changes made to the software. 

2. Backwards analysis of the problem which involves tracing the program 

backward from the location of failure message in order to identify the region of 

faulty code. A detailed study of the region is conducting to find the cause of 

defects. 

3. Forward analysis of the program involves tracing the program forwards 

using breakpoints or print statements at different points in the program and 

studying the results. The region where the wrong outputs are obtained is the 

region that needs to be focused to find the defect. 

4. Using the past experience of the software debug the software with similar 

problems in nature. The success of this approach depends on the expertise of the 

debugger. 

Debugging Approaches 
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Regardless of the approach that is taken, debugging has one overriding 

objective: to find and correct the cause of a software error. The objective is 

realized by a combination of systematic evaluation, intuition, and luck. Bradley  

describes the debugging approach in this way: 

 

Debugging is a straightforward application of the scientific method that has 

been developed over 2,500 years. The basis of debugging is to locate the 

problem's source [the cause] by binary partitioning, through working hypotheses 

that predict new values . 

 

In general, three categories for debugging approaches may be proposed : (1) 

brute force, (2) backtracking, and (3) cause elimination. 

Each of these debugging approaches can be supplemented with debugging tools. 

We can apply a wide variety of debugging compilers, dynamic debugging aids 

("tracers"), automatic test case generators, memory dumps, and cross-reference 

maps. However, tools are not a substitute for careful evaluation based on a 

complete software design document  

 

1. Is the cause of the bug reproduced in another part of the program? In many 

situations, a program defect is caused by an erroneous pattern of logic that may 

be reproduced elsewhere. Explicit consideration of the logical pattern may 

result in the discovery of other errors. 

 

2. What "next bug" might be introduced by the fix I'm about to make? Before 

the correction is made, the source code (or, better, the design) should be 

evaluated to assess coupling of logic and data structures. If the correction is to 

be made in a highly coupled section of the program, special care must be taken 

when any change is made. 

 

3. What could we have done to prevent this bug in the first place? This question 

is the first step toward establishing a statistical software quality assurance 

approach  . If we correct the process as well as the product, the bug will be 

removed from the current program and may be eliminated from all future 

programs. 
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SOFTWARE PROJECT PLANNING 

Project Planning and Project Estimation Techniques 

Responsibilities of a software project manager 

Software project managers take the overall responsibility of steering a project to 

success. It is very difficult to objectively describe the job responsibilities of a 

project manager. The job responsibility of a project manager ranges from 

invisible activities like building up team morale to highly visible customer 

presentations. Most managers take responsibility for project proposal writing, 

project cost estimation, scheduling, project staffing, software process tailoring, 

project monitoring and control, software configuration management, risk 

management, interfacing with clients, managerial report writing and 

presentations, . 

Project Planning 

Once a project is found to be feasible, software project managers undertake 

project planning. Project planning is undertaken and completed even before any 

development activity starts. Project planning consists of the following essential 

activities: 

 Estimating the following attributes of the project: 

 Project size: What will be problem complexity in terms of the effort and time 

required to develop the product? 

 Cost: How much is it going to cost to develop the project? 

 Duration: How long is it going to take to complete development? 

 Effort: How much effort would be required? 

The effectiveness of the subsequent planning activities is based on the accuracy 

of these estimations. 

 Scheduling manpower and other resources. 

 Staff organization and staffing plans. 

 Risk identification, analysis, and abatement planning 

 Miscellaneous plans such as quality assurance plan, configuration 

management plan, etc. 

Precedence ordering among project planning activities 
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Different project related estimates done by a project manager have already been 

discussed. Fig. 30.1 shows the order in which important project planning 

activities may be undertaken. From fig. 30.1 it can be easily observed that size 

estimation is the first activity. It is also the most fundamental parameter based 

on which all other planning activities are carried out. Other estimations such as 

estimation of effort, cost, resource, and project duration are also very important 

components of project planning. 

 

project planning is a very challenging activity. Especially for large projects, it is 

very much difficult to make accurate plans. A part of this difficulty is due to the 

fact that the proper parameters, scope of the project, project staff, etc. may 

change during the span of the project. In order to overcome this problem, 

sometimes project managers undertake project planning in stages. Planning a 

project over a number of stages protects managers from making big 

commitments too early. This technique of staggered planning is known as 

Sliding Window Planning. In the sliding window technique, starting with an 

initial plan, the project is planned more accurately in successive development 

stages. At the start of a project, project managers have incomplete knowledge 

about the details of the project. Their information base gradually improves as 

the project progresses through different phases. After the completion of every 

phase, the project managers can plan each subsequent phase more accurately 

and with increasing levels of confidence. 

Software Project Management Plan (SPMP) 

Once project planning is complete, project managers document their plans in a 

Software Project Management Plan (SPMP) document. The SPMP document 

should discuss a list of different items that have been discussed below. This list 

can be used as a possible organization of the SPMP document. 

Organization of the Software Project Management Plan (SPMP) Document 

1. Introduction 

(a) Objectives 

(b) Major Functions 

(c) Performance Issues 

(d) Management and Technical Constraints 

2. Project Estimates 
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(a) Historical Data Used 

(b) Estimation Techniques Used 

(c) Effort, Resource, Cost, and Project Duration Estimates 

3. Schedule 

(a) Work Breakdown Structure 

(b) Task Network Representation 

(c) Gantt Chart Representation 

(d) PERT Chart Representation 

 

 

4. Project Resources 

(a) People 

(b) Hardware and Software 

(c) Special Resources 

5. Staff Organization 

(a) Team Structure 

(b) Management Reporting 

6. Risk Management Plan 

(a) Risk Analysis 

(b) Risk Identification 

(c) Risk Estimation 

(d) Risk Abatement Procedures 

7. Project Tracking and Control Plan 

8. Miscellaneous Plans 

(a) Process Tailoring 

(b) Quality Assurance Plan 

(c) Configuration Management Plan 
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(d) Validation and Verification 

(e) System Testing Plan 

(f) Delivery, Installation, and Maintenance Plan 
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UNIT – V 

1. SOFTWARE EVOLUTION:  

The software is modified to adapt it to changing customer and market 

requirement. Software evolution is important because organization has invested 

large amount of money in their software and are completely dependent on this 

software, where software evolution is triggered by changing businesses 

requirements by reporting of software defect or by changes to other system in a 

software system environment. 

The process of developing a software product using software engineering 

principles and methods is referred to as software evolution. This includes the 

initial development of software and its maintenance and updates, till desired 

software product is developed, which satisfies the expected requirements. 

 

Evolution starts from the requirement gathering process. After which 

developers create a prototype of the intended software and show it to the users 

to get their feedback at the early stage of software product development. The 

users suggest changes, on which several consecutive updates and maintenance 

keep on changing too. This process changes to the original software, till the 

desired software is accomplish. Re-creating software from scratch and to go 

one-on-one with requirement is not feasible.. 
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Software Evolution Laws 

Lehman has given laws for software evolution. He divided the software into 

three different categories: 

S-type (static-type) - This is a software, which works strictly according to 

defined specifications and solutions. The solution and the method to achieve 

it, both are immediately understood before coding. The s-type software is 

least subjected to changes hence this is the simplest of all. For example, 

calculator program for mathematical computation. 

P-type (practical-type) - This is a software with a collection  

of procedures. This is defined by exactly what procedures can do. In this  

software, the specifications can be described but the solution is not obvious  

instantly. For example, gaming software. 

E-type (embedded-type) - This software works closely as the requirement of  

real-world environment. This software has a high degree of evolution as there  

are various changes in laws, taxes etc. in the real-world situations. For example,  

Online trading software. 

E-Type software evolution 

Lehman has given eight laws for E-Type software evolution - 

• Continuing change - An E-type software system must continue to adapt 

to the real world changes, else it becomes progressively less useful. 

• Increasing complexity - As an E-type software system evolves, its 

complexity tends to increase unless work is done to maintain or reduce it. 

• Conservation of familiarity - The familiarity with the software or the 

knowledge about how it was developed, why was it developed in that 

particular manner etc. must be retained at any cost, to implement the 

changes in the system. 

• Continuing growth- In order for an E-type system intended to resolve 

some business problem, its size of implementing the changes grows 

according to the lifestyle changes of the business. 

• Reducing quality - An E-type software system declines in quality unless 

rigorously maintained and adapted to a changing operational 

environment. 
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• Feedback systems- The E-type software systems constitute multi-loop, 

multi-level feedback systems and must be treated as such to be 

successfully modified or improved. 

• Self-regulation - E-type system evolution processes are self-regulating 

with the distribution of product and process measures close to normal. 

• Organizational stability - The average effective global activity rate in an 

evolving E-type system is invariant over the lifetime of the product. 

Software Paradigms 

Software paradigms refer to the methods and steps, which are taken while 

designing thesoftware. These can be combined into various categories, though 

each of them is contained in one another: 

 

Programming paradigm is a subset of Software design paradigm which is 

further a subset of Software development paradigm. 

 

Software Development Paradigm 

This Paradigm is known as software engineering paradigms where all the 

engineering concepts pertaining to the development of software are applied. It 

includes various researches and requirement gathering which helps the 

software product to build.  

 

It consists of – 

• Requirement gathering 
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• Software design 

• Programming 

Software Design Paradigm 

This paradigm is a part of Software Development and includes – 

• Design 

• Maintenance 

• Programming 

Programming Paradigm 

This paradigm is related closely to programming aspect of software 

development. This includes – 

• Coding 

• Testing 

• Integration 

Need of Software Engineering 

The need of software engineering arises because of higher rate of change in 

user requirements and environment on which the software is working. 

• Large software - It is easier to build a wall than to a house or building, 

likewise, as the size of software become large engineering has to step to 

give it a scientific process. 

• Scalability- If the software process were not based on scientific and 

engineering concepts, it would be easier to re-create new software than to 

scale an existing one. 

• Cost- As hardware industry has shown its skills and huge manufacturing 

has lower downhe price of computer and electronic hardware. But the 

cost of software remains high if proper process is not adapted. 

• Dynamic Nature- The always growing and adapting nature of software 

hugely depends upon the environment in which user works. If the nature 

of software is always changing, new enhancements need to be done in the 

existing one. This is where software engineering plays a good role. 

• Quality Management- Better process of software development provides 

better and quality software product. 
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Characteristics of good software 

A software product can be judged by what it offers and how well it can be 

used. This software must satisfy on the following grounds: 

• Operational 

• Transitional 

• Maintenance 

Well-engineered and crafted software is expected to have the following 

characteristics: 

Operational 

This tells us how well software works in operations. It can be measured on: 

• Budget 

• Usability 

• Efficiency 

• Correctness 

• Functionality 

• Dependability 

• Security 

• Safety 

Transitional 

This aspect is important when the software is moved from one platform to 

another: 

• Portability 

• Interoperability 

• Reusability 

• Adaptability 

Maintenance 

This aspect briefs about how well a software has the capabilities to maintain 

itself in the ever-changing environment: 

Modularity 
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• Maintainability 

• Flexibility 

• Scalability 

In short, Software engineering is a branch of computer science, which uses 

well-defined engineering concepts required to produce efficient, durable, 

scalable, in-budget and on-time software products. 

 

2.VALIDATION &VERIFICATION: 

 

 

software is as per specification 

document or not.  

 

Execution of code is not 

comesunderVerification.  

Execution of code is not 

comesunderValidation.  

Verification process explains whether 

the outputs are according to inputs or 

not.  

Validation process describes whether 

the software is accepted by the user or 

not.  

Verification is carried out before the 

Validation.  

Validation activity is carried out just 

after the Verification.  

Verification  Validation  

Are we building the system right?  Are we building the right system?  

Verification is the process of 

evaluating products of a development 

phase to find out whether they meet 

the specified requirements.  

Validation is the process of evaluating 

software at the end of the development 

process to determine whether software 

meets the customer expectations and 

requirements.  

The objective of Verification is to 

make sure that the product being 

develop is as per the requirements and 

design specifications.  

The objective of Validation is to make 

sure that the product actually meet up 

the user’s requirements, and check 

whether the specifications were correct 

in the first place.  

Following activities are involved 

inVerification: Reviews, Meetings 

and Inspections.  

Following activities are involved 

inValidation: Testing like black box 

testing, white box testing, gray box 

testing etc.  

Verification is carried out by QA 

team to check whether implementation  

Validation is carried out by testing  

TEAM 
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Following items are evaluated 

duringVerification: Plans, 

Requirement Specifications, Design 

Specifications, Code, Test Cases etc,  

Following item is evaluated 

duringValidation: Actual product or 

Software under test.  

Cost of errors caught in Verification 

is less than errors found in Validation.  

Cost of errors caught in Validation is 

more than errors found in Verification.  

It is basically manually checking the 

of documents and files like 

requirement specifications etc.  

It is basically checking of developed 

program based on the requirement 

specifications documents & files.  

 

Verification: 

Verification is the process of checking that a software achieves its goal without 

any bugs. It is the process to ensure whether the product that is developed is right 

or not. It verifies whether the developed product fulfills the requirements that we 

have. 

Verification is Static Testing. 

Activities involved in verification: 

1. Inspections 

2. Reviews 

3. Walkthroughs 

4. Desk-checking 

Validation: 

Validation is the process of checking whether the software product is up to the 

mark or in other words product has high level requirements. It is the process of 

checking the validation of product i.e. it checks what we are developing is the 

right product. it is validation of actual and expected product. 

Validation is the Dynamic Testing. 

 

Activities involved in validation: 

1. Black box testing 

2. White box testing 

3. Unit testing 

4. Integration testing 
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Note: Verification is followed by Validation. 

 

 

3.CRITICAL VAILADATION PROCESS: 

l The verification and validation costs for critical systems involves 

additional validation processes and analysis than for non-critical systems: 

• The costs and consequences of failure are high so it is cheaper to 

find and remove faults than to pay for system failure; 

You may have to make a formal case to customers or to a regulator that the 

system meets its dependability requirements. This dependability case may 

require specific V & V activities to be. 

l Reliability validation 

l Safety assurance=CONFIDANCE(QUANTITY) 

l Security assessment 

l Safety and dependability cases 

 

 

 

 

Process metrics are standard measurements that are used to evaluate and 

benchmark the performance of business processes. It is common for 

operational processes to be heavily optimized in a cycle of measurement, 

improvement and measurement. 
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1. Process Metrics 

These are metrics that pertain to Process Quality. They are used to measure 

the efficiency and effectiveness of various processes. 

2. Project Metrics 

These are metrics that relate to Project Quality. They are used to quantify 

defects, cost, schedule, productivity and estimation of various project 

resources and deliverables. 

3. Product Metrics 

These are metrics that pertain to Product Quality. They are used to measure 

cost, quality, and the product’s time-to-market. 

4. Organizational Metrics 

These metrics measure the impact of organizational economics, employee 

satisfaction, communication, and organizational growth factors of the project. 

Project Metrics 

1. Schedule Variance: Any difference between the scheduled completion 

of an activity and the actual completion is known as Schedule Variance. 

Schedule variance = ((Actual calendar days – Planned calendar days) + Start 

variance)/ Planned calendar days x 100. 

2. Effort Variance: Difference between the planned outlined effort and the 

effort required to actually undertake the task is called Effort variance. 

Effort variance = (Actual Effort – Planned Effort)/ Planned Effort x 100. 

3. Size Variance: Difference between the estimated size of the project and 

the actual size of the project (normally in KLOC or FP). 

Size variance = (Actual size – Estimated size)/ Estimated size x 100. 

https://www.simplilearn.com/project-quality-management-article
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4. Requirement Stability Index: Provides visibility to the magnitude and 

impact of requirements changes. 

RSI = 1- ((Number of changed + Number of deleted + Number of added) / 

Total number of initial requirements) x100. 

5. Productivity (Project): Is a measure of output from a related process for 

a unit of input. 

Project Productivity = Actual Project Size / Actual effort expended in the 

project. 

Process Metrics: 

1. Cost of quality: It is a measure of the performance of quality initiatives 

in an organization. It’s expressed in monetary terms. 

Cost of quality = (review + testing + verification review + verification testing 

+ QA + configuration management + measurement + training + rework 

review + rework testing)/ total effort x 100. 

2. Cost of poor quality: It is the cost of implementing imperfect processes 

and products. 

Cost of poor quality = rework effort/ total effort x 100. 

3. Defect density: It is the number of defects detected in the software during 

development divided by the size of the software (typically in KLOC or FP) 

Defect density for a project = Total number of defects/ project size in KLOC 

or FP 

4. Review efficiency: defined as the efficiency in harnessing/ detecting 

review defects in the verification stage. 

Review efficiency = (number of defects caught in review)/ total number of 

defects caught) x 100. 
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Testing Efficiency: Testing efficiency = 1 – ((defects found in acceptance)/ 

total number of testing defects) x 100. 

 What are Product Metrics? 

Product metrics are quantifiable data points that a business tracks and analyzes 

to gauge the success of its product. Examples of product metrics include 

conversion rate, churn rate, and monthly recurring revenue. These metrics 

should all tie back to the product strategy. 

1. Product metrics matter because they lead to better product decisions. 

Determining the right metrics to monitor and analyze leads to more intelligent 

decision making throughout the product development process. 

Product, marketing, and sales teams can all use this data-driven information to 

gain a better understanding of what motivates their customer personas. This data 

helps the company continually improve its products. 

 

 

 

3.Activities of Software Quality Management: 

• Quality Assurance - QA aims at developing Organizational procedures 

and standards for quality at Organizational level. 

• Quality Planning - Select applicable procedures and standards for a 

particular project and modify as required to develop a quality plan. 

• Quality Control - Ensure that best practices and standards are followed 

by the software development team to produce quality products. 

What is Quality Control? 

https://www.productplan.com/?page_id=10982&preview=true
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Quality control is a set of methods used by organizations to achieve quality 

parameters or quality goals and continually improve the organization's ability to 

ensure that a software product will meet quality goals. 

Quality Control Process: 

The three class parameters that control software quality are: 

• Products 

• Processes 

• Resources 

The total quality control process consists of: 

• Plan - It is the stage where the Quality control processes are planned 

• Do - Use a defined parameter to develop the quality 

• Check - Stage to verify if the quality of the parameters are met 

• Act - Take corrective action if needed and repeat the work 

Quality Control characteristics: 

• Process adopted to deliver a quality product to the clients at best cost. 
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•Goal is to learn from other organizations so that quality would be better each 

time.• To avoid making errors by proper planning and execution with correct 

review process. 

What is Quality Assurance? 

Quality Assurance is defined as the auditing and reporting procedures used to 

provide the stakeholders with data needed to make well-informed decisions. 

It is the Degree to which a system meets specified requirements and customer 

expectations. It is also monitoring the processes and products throughout the 

SDLC. 

Quality Assurance Criteria: 

Below are the Quality assurance criteria against which the software would be 

evaluated against: 

• correctness 

• efficiency 

• flexibility 

• integrity 

• interoperability 

• maintainability 

• portability 

• reliability 
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4.RISK MANAGEMENT 

Risk Management is the system of identifying addressing and eliminating these 

problems before they can damage the project. 

We need to differentiate risks, as potential issues, from the current problems of 

the project. 

Different methods are required to address these two kinds of issues. 

A software project can be concerned with a large variety of risks. In order to be 

adept to systematically identify the significant risks which might affect a 

software project, it is essential to classify risks into different classes. The project 

manager can then check which risks from each class are relevant to the project. 

There are three main classifications of risks which can affect a software project: 

1. Project risks 

2. Technical risks 

3. Business risks 

1. Project risks: Project risks concern differ forms of budgetary, schedule, 

personnel, resource, and customer-related problems. A vital project risk is 

schedule slippage. Since the software is intangible, it is very tough to monitor 

and control a software project. It is very tough to control something which 

cannot be identified. For any manufacturing program, such as the manufacturing 

of cars, the plan executive can recognize the product taking shape. 

2. Technical risks: Technical risks concern potential method, implementation, 

interfacing, testing, and maintenance issue. It also consists of an ambiguous 

specification, incomplete specification, changing specification, technical 

uncertainty, and technical obsolescence. Most technical risks appear due to the 

development team's insufficient knowledge about the project. 

3. Business risks: This type of risks contain risks of building an excellent 

product that no one need, losing budgetary or personnel commitments, etc. 
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Principle of Risk Management 

1. Global Perspective: In this, we review the bigger system description, 

design, and implementation. We look at the chance and the impact the 

risk is going to have. 

2. Take a forward-looking view: Consider the threat which may appear in 

the future and create future plans for directing the next events. 

3. Open Communication: This is to allow the free flow of communications 

between the client and the team members so that they have certainty 

about the risks. 

4. Integrated management: In this method risk management is made an 

integral part of project management. 

5. Continuous process: In this phase, the risks are tracked continuously 

throughout the risk management paradigm. 
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5.Software Configuration Management 

When we develop software, the product (software) undergoes many changes in 

their maintenance phase; we need to handle these changes effectively. 

Several individuals (programs) works together to achieve these common goals. 

This individual produces several work product (SC Items) e.g., Intermediate 

version of modules or test data used during debugging, parts of the final 

product. 

The elements that comprise all information produced as a part of the software 

process are collectively called a software configuration. 

As software development progresses, the number of Software Configuration 

elements (SCI's) grow rapidly. 

These are handled and controlled by SCM. This is where we require 

software configuration management. 

A configuration of the product refers not only to the product's constituent but 

also to a particular version of the component. 

Therefore, SCM is the discipline which 

o Identify change 

o Monitor and control change 

o Ensure the proper implementation of change made to the item. 

o Auditing and reporting on the change made. 

Configuration Management (CM) is a technic of identifying, organizing, and 

controlling modification to software being built by a programming team. 

o Status Reporting 
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Identification 

Basic Object: Unit of Text created by a software engineer during analysis, 

design, code, or test. 

Aggregate Object: A collection of essential objects and other aggregate 

objects. Design Specification is an aggregate object. 

Each object has a set of distinct characteristics that identify it uniquely: a name, 

a description, a list of resources, and a "realization." 

The interrelationships between configuration objects can be described with 

a Module Interconnection Language (MIL). 

Version Control 

Version Control combines procedures and tools to handle different version of 

configuration objects that are generated during the software process. 

Clemm defines version control in the context of SCM: Configuration 

management allows a user to specify the alternative configuration of the 

software system through the selection of appropriate versions. This is supported 

by associating attributes with each software version, and then allowing a 

configuration to be specified [and constructed] by describing the set of desired 

attributes. 

Change CONTROL: 
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A burdensome change control process could effectively discourage them from 

doing creative work. 

A change request is submitted and calculated to assess technical merit; potential 

side effects, the overall impact on other configuration objects and system 

functions, and projected cost of the change. 

The results of the evaluations are presented as a change report, which is used by 

a change control authority (CCA) - a person or a group who makes a final 

decision on the status and priority of the change. 

The "check-in" and "check-out" process implements two necessary elements of 

change control-access control and synchronization control. 

Access Control governs which software engineers have the authority to access 

and modify a particular configuration object. 

Synchronization Control helps to ensure that parallel changes, performed by 

two different people, don't overwrite one another. 

Configuration Audit 

SCM audits to verify that the software product satisfies the baselines 

requirements and ensures that what is built and what is delivered. 

SCM audits also ensure that traceability is maintained between all CIs and that 

all work requests are associated with one or more CI modification. 

SCM audits are the "watchdogs" that ensures that the integrity of the project's 

scope is preserved. 

Status Reporting 

Configuration Status reporting (sometimes also called status accounting) 

providing accurate status and current configuration data to developers, testers, 

end users, customers and stakeholders through admin guides, user guides, 

FAQs, Release Notes, Installation Guide, Configuration Guide, etc. 
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. Configuration Manager 

• Configuration Manager is the head who is Responsible for identifying 

configuration items. 

• CM ensures team follows the SCM process 

• He/She needs to approve or reject change requests 

2. Developer 

• The developer needs to change the code as per standard development 

activities or change requests. He is responsible for maintaining 

configuration of code. 

• The developer should check the changes and resolves conflicts 

3. Auditor 

• The auditor is responsible for SCM audits and reviews. 

• Need to ensure the consistency and completeness of release. 

4. Project Manager: 

• Ensure that the product is developed within a certain time frame 

• Monitors the progress of development and recognizes issues in the SCM 

process 

• Generate reports about the status of the software system 

https://www.guru99.com/images/1/051818_1048_SoftwareCon2.png
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• Make sure that processes and policies are followed for creating, changing, 

and testing 

5. User 

The end user should understand the key SCM terms to ensure he has the latest 

version of the software 

 

 

Software Cost Estimation 

For any new software project, it is necessary to know how much it will cost to 

develop and how much development time will it take. These estimates are 

needed before development is initiated, but how is this done? Several estimation 

procedures have been developed and are having the following attributes in 

common. 

1. Project scope must be established in advanced. 

2. Software metrics are used as a support from which evaluation is made. 

3. The project is broken into small PCs which are estimated individually. 

To achieve true cost & schedule estimate, several option arise. 

4. Delay estimation 

5. Used symbol decomposition techniques to generate project cost and 

schedule estimates. 

6. Acquire one or more automated estimation tools. 

Uses of Cost Estimation 

1. During the planning stage, one needs to choose how many engineers are 

required for the project and to develop a schedule. 

2. In monitoring the project's progress, one needs to access whether the 

project is progressing according to the procedure and takes corrective 

action, if necessary. 

 

 

Cost Estimation Models 
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A model may be static or dynamic. In a static model, a single variable is taken 

as a key element for calculating cost and time. In a dynamic model, all variable 

are interdependent, and there is no basic variable. 

 

Static, Single Variable Models: When a model makes use of single variables 

to calculate desired values such as cost, time, efforts, etc. is said to be a single 

variable model. The most common equation is: 

                                C=aLb 

Where    C = Costs 

                L= size 

                a and b are constants 

Static, Multivariable Models: These models are based on method (1), they 

depend on several variables describing various aspects of the software 

development environment. In some model, several variables are needed to 

describe the software development process, and selected equation combined 

these variables to give the estimate of time & cost. These models are called 

multivariable models. 

a)Number of lines of source code can be obtained by reversing equation to give: 

 

Various techniques or models are available for cost estimation, also known as 

Cost Estimation Models as shown below : 
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1. Empirical Estimation Technique – 

Empirical estimation is a technique or model in which empirically derived 

formulas are used for predicting the data that are a required and essential 

part of the software project planning step.  

These techniques are usually based on the data that is collected previously 

from a project and also based on some guesses, prior experience with the 

development of similar types of projects, and assumptions. It uses the size 

of the software to estimate the effort. 

In this technique, an educated guess of project parameters is made. Hence, 

these models are based on common sense. However, as there are many 

activities involved in empirical estimation techniques, this technique is 

formalized. For example Delphi technique and Expert Judgement technique. 

2. Heuristic Technique – 

Heuristic word is derived from a Greek word that means “to discover”. The 

heuristic technique is a technique or model that is used for solving 

problems, learning, or discovery in the practical methods which are used 

for achieving immediate goals. These techniques are flexible and simple 

for taking quick decisions through shortcuts and good enough calculations, 

most probably when working with complex data. But the decisions that are 

made using this technique are necessary to be optimal. 

 

3. Analytical Estimation Technique –  

Analytical estimation is a type of technique that is used to measure work. 

In this technique, firstly the task is divided or broken down into its basic 

component operations or elements for analyzing. Second, if the standard 

time is available from some other source, then these sources are applied to 

each element or component of work. 


